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Leili-Casano,
Studies

Ro se ma ry A., M. A., May.

1993

Co mmun ication betwe en Caregivers and Childr en
Learnin g Center and Chil dren's Self-Este em
Director:

Wes l e y N.

C o m m u n ication

in an Early

Shellen

This study explore d the commun ica tio n between car egi ver s
and pre-schoolers. The caregiver pa rticipant popul ati on
consisted of eleven student staff mem be rs (seven females
and four males), one full-time female teacher and one
female director. The participants ranged in age from n i n e 
teen to forty-two. Child pa rticipants cons ist ed of fifteen
girls and fourteen boys. The children ranged in age from
three to five years.
Research questions sought to discov er (1) ho w staff and
children communicate with each other, (2) ma le/female staff
variations when co mmunicating with ma le/female children,
and (3) wheth er co mmunication by caregivers at the center
appear to enhance or minimiz e the children's self-esteem.
Weick's (1985) soft technology of sy stematic observ ati on
and Denzin's (1973) br ac keting me thodologies were used to
investigate communication between caregivers and children.
Video and audiotaped observation was conducted and s e l e c t 
ively transcribed.
Two interviews and researc her e x p e r i 
ence were combined with transcriptions for t riangulation
purposes (Guba and L i n c o l n , 1975 ). Sorting the tr an
scribed data revealed the following five communi cat ion
themes: (1) child and staff centered actions (2) staff and
child connecting behaviors (3) child and staff redirection
behaviors (4) staff and child role o r c h e stra tion and
(5) se lf-esteem initiatives.
These findings indicated that caregivers and child ren
used communication to: reveal their own perspec tive s or
agendas; initiate and ma intain their re lat ionsh ips through
a ctivit y-c ommu nic ati on ; re ga in or change at tent ion in
conversations; carry out their assigned tasks or roles as
a caregiver/teacher or child/student; and enhance c hild 
ren's self-esteem.
Regarding the issue of comm uni cat ion di ff erences betw een
staff and child gender, it was dis covered that female
children received more compliments from male staff. Fe male
staff also paid more compliments to male children. Two
types of compliments were present: po ssession com pliments
and ability compliments.
Boys recei ved mor e ability com
pliments than girls. Children also helped to set-up c o m 
pliments through verbal atten tio n remarks.
Overall, it was
observed that caregivers purposely at tempted to enhance the
children's s e l f - esteem through communication.
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CHAPTE R ONE
Introduction
Today,
children.

child care centers are the n o r m for Ame ric an

Accordi ng

Advi sory

Council

children

In

to the Gov er nor's State Child Care

Plan

for 1992,

there are over 40,000

Mon ta na who are cared for In out -of- home

placements.

It Is pre dicted that by 1995,

tw o- th irds of

all preschoolers and four out of five school
ren will have mother s
ca's Children

In the w o r k sett ing

Defense

Fund,

1990).

aged c hild

{S.O.S.

Still,

Ameri

today,

no

definitive needs assessment exists that defi nes the true
demand for

quality

child

services

wit h i n the various

forms of child care In Montana.
Why

Is It that there

that clearly states what

Is no current sta te-wide plan
Is needed

In d e t e r minin g the

type and quality of child care centers
toddlers,

or pre-scho oler s

for Infants,

In Montana ?

F r o m my own

experience w orking in the child care setting,
no mandated ce rti fication requirem ent s
training that needed to be met.
child developmental

for care giver

Formal

and environmental

there were

testing on

Issues that

In

fluence children was not part of m y job req uirement
and not necessary to m a i ntain my employment.

My e x 

perience working with the children could have been
enhanced,

had this m a n dated testin g been part of the
1
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guidan ce

in the form of verbal

meetings as well

as through read ing the teach i n g manuals.

The formal training had
partially non-existent,
that center,
effect.

instr ucti on at staff

as well

Additionally,

been par tial ly fulfilled,

due to the new d i rect o r s h i p at

as no state requirem ent s yet

in

havi ng all w orkers adopt the notion

that a child care center is a place
enrolled families'

yet

unity,

for fortifying the

rather than being thought of as

a temporary family rep lacement service,
been a signific ant ly successful element.

w o u l d have truly
Above all.

having

this service to enhance a child's se lf-worth for those
parents who are seeking competent care is ad vant age ous

for

all.

Statement of Purpose

Be 1s k y 's

(1980)

call

for study of what goes on w i t h 

in the child care setting qualitatively,

still

needs to be

addressed :
So long as
re search efforts focus solely
upon
identifying
the effects of day
care.
without
concern for proc e s s e s o f influence, the inform
ation
nec ess ary
for
the redesign of programs
for
purposes
of
en hanc ing
their
positive
effects will not be
available to professionals
working
in
the
field
of child care (Belsky.
1980. p. 87)
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B e l s k y 's

(1980)

"processes of influence" can be r e f erred to

as interaction processes.

These

interactions occur b etween

adults and children who are enroll ed in the care center.
The

interactionist viewpoi nt suggests that by three years

old,

children are able to s y stematically take one another 's

roles,

m a n l f est def initions of the se 1f . create complex

games,

and ma nipulate adults

view,

into desi red paths.

Denzin's

wh ich incorporates the interactionist perspective of

child development,
and age will

suggests that ethnicity,

religion,

race,

not direc tly point out de termined re spo nses or

developmental

skills

in childhood.

nature of the

interactive experiences children are exposed

to that molds their behavioral
Children,

then,

Instead,

styles and abilities.

need to be taken se riously

Extrapolating the

it is the

idea of D e n z i n ’s

experiences" to the educational

system,

(Denzin,

(1973)

1973).

"interactive

learning centers

need to be constructed in a wa y that al low children to
actively create and take part
iences.

in their own

The rese arc her wou ld need to activel y enter the

child's world of behavior and thought.
digms,

learning e xper

fixed interview questions,

Experimental

para

and IQ tests that are

sta ndardized do not enter that world of a child

(Denzin,

1973).
The National

As soc iation for the Ed uca tio n of Y oung

Children also suggest

in their posit ion statement rega r d i n g

four and five year old children that

it is an inappropriate
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practice to evaluate
measure,

children only against a predetermined

such as a standar dize d group no rm or adult

stand ard of behavior.

The NAEY C bel iev es

it is an unreal

expec tat ion to have children p erform the same tasks and
achieve the same narro wl y defined,
(NAEYC,

easily m e a s u r e d skills

1982).

Further study of these

interactive processes

in child

care centers can increase our under s t a n d i n g of the m e a n i n g
behind typical
potential

child settings and experiences,

impact

for either

children's future as well
professionals,

and

improving or d i m i n ishing the

as their personality.

of an early

energy into the actual
with children
plished,
process

in large part,

and deflating the u n f a v o r 

learning center by ho nin g their

process of H O W caregivers

(Honig & W ittmer

in those

Parents,

paraprof ess iona ls need to 1earn me an s

of increasing positive outcomes,
able effects,

and their

1984).

interact

This can be a c c o m 

by obs ervi ng the commun ica tio n

interactions,

whic h

is what this rese arc h

begins to do.
Persona 1 Experience Serv ing as an Impetus for the Issue
Originally,

the mo tiv e

for study ing children and care 

givers had been due to my own involvement as a pr og ram
assistant with a child center in Missoula.

The original

intention was to arrange a field study within this child
center and report on verbal

and nonverbal

betw een staff and children.

However,

com mu ni cat ion

a change

in circum -
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stances caused these plans to be abandoned.
ological

experimentation,

In m e t h o d 

re ali zing what needs to be

accompl ish ed is always a subj ective valua t i o n

(Lindlof,

1992).
In this case,
(Lindlof,

1992,

the

p.

27)

"predicament

in m y own

life world"

led to the b eginn ing of an o r g a n 

ized inquiry of the types of interactions that can occur
between caregivers and children.
the

change

orship,
who

My dissati s f a c t i o n with

in wo rkplace philosophy,

led me to look elsewhere.

were

w ill ing

to

under the new d i r e c t 

I wanted to find others

und erstand the importance of se lf

esteem within children's

lives as the primary concern;

as

opposed to having the center being a place of b u s i n e s s .
The search for a new site

for my res ear ch ended at the

Univ ers ity of Mo nt ana' s child care center.
will be discussed

in gre at er detail

This r e s ea rch

under the metho ds

sect i o n .
The

literature on children and their caregivers,

whe ther they be parents or employees wit hin early c hild
hood education,

will be d eveloped

in the next section.

Self- est eem and its de finition will
in this review.
will

The

be discu s s e d

later

issues of parental dis cipline styles

then be enc oun ter ed and its effects on children's

self-worth.
various

Finally,

the r e v i e w exposes studies

involving

child care settings and the r e l ationsh ip of the

care environment to the att end ing children's behavior.
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Rev iew of Literat ure
Chi Idren 's

f-Esteem and Paren ts ' Discipl ine Style

Self-esteem.
child?

Some writers

Where does it begin in the
in the

life of a

literature on s e l f - e s t e e m and

self -image think it begins as early as w h e n the infant
born

(Phillips,

& Bernstein,

1989),

If this

is

is the case,

then an immense amount of opp ort un itie s exist du rin g the
course of one's

lifetime to gai n this ne ce ssary personal

attribute.
Harry Stack Sulliva n
"interpersonal security"
anxiety.

(1964) de f i n e d s e l f - e s t e e m as
(p. 309).

It is the inverse of

Sullivan's d escription of the self

ute that occurs betwee n people.
metaphorical mirr o r has
communication with the

The self

is an a t t r i b 

image seen

in the

its foundation set throug h o t h e r s ’
individual.

Cooley's

(1902)

theory

mentions one's se lf- conc e ptions are d ecided by reflect ion s
of ourselves
ceive

in actual m irrors and

in another's m i n d

appearance, manners,
on"

(p.

152).

"in im agination we p e r 

(regarding)

aims,

deeds,

Additionally,

some thought of our

character,

friends and so

Cooley sug ges ted that not all

persons were equally effective

in de ter mi ning a person's

"looking glass self," howe ver that

"the character and

weig ht of that other in w hos e m i n d we see ourselves make s
all

the dif ference w ith our feeling"

(p.

153).
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To aid in under sta ndi ng se l f - e s t e e m mor e clearly.
W e lls and Harwell

(1976)

note that s e l f - e s t e e m concepts

appear under an assortment of names.
rela ted names
confidence,

include terms such as self-love,

self-respect,

self-satisfaction,
worth,

This potpourri

sel f-a cceptan ce

self-evaluation,

competence,

self-ideal

Wylie's se lf-regard
foundational

congruence,

(1961).

self-

(or rejection),

self-appraisal,

sense of adequacy or personal

of

efficacy,

self-

sense of

ego or e g o - s t r e n g t h , and

All of these terms define some

process of psychological

functioning w h i c h can

be described as either s e l f -eva luation or self-affection,
or as both

(Wells & Harwell,

1976).

Self-es tee m is the term most often used in giving
explanations of observed phenomena.
"self-regard constructs"
measured,

Even wher e other

are clearly op e rationalized and

the idea of se l f - e s t e e m is used in d e s cribing the

conceptual reasoning.

Therefore,

the s e l f - esteem concept

provides a common theme we a v i n g thr oug h a d iversity of
approaches and styles

(Wells & Harwell,

holds on to two types of meaning:
to represent what Wy lie calls
inclusive
toned),

label

and

that

(1)

1976).

Self-esteem

it is the ma in

"self-regard"

idea

(an all-

is less theory bo und and ne utr ally

(2) a point of semantic and conceptual

common

ground between various viewpoints.
Conversely,

se l f - e s t e e m has pa rti cu lar uses w i t h i n

specific conceptual

deve lop me nts w h i c h are relat ive to
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8
these viewpoints.

These two m e a nings appear to be separate

from one another, yet they are us ed toget her by using
"self-esteem"

for both meanings.

There are differ ing

vie wp oints which try to exp lai n the same phe nomena
M a r w e 11,

(Wells &

1976).

Definin g s elf-esteem simply

is a diff icu lt task due to

the diversity and abstrac tne ss of the term.
need for a clear conceptual definition,
used in everyday

language.

Those

some commonsensical

from the

it is also a word

The dif f i c u l t y w i t h this

that many conceptual v iewpo int s
of definitions.

Aside

is

interchange the two types

involved in academia also retain

notion of what se l f - e s t e e m is.

it

almost seems unne cess ary to include a defi n i t i o n of
nature and processes under w h i c h it w o r k s .
sel f-esteem is a hypothetical

construct

its

Be ing that

(formed by social

scientists to conclude certain features of hum an b e h a v i o r ) ,
it is unobservable

(Wells & Harwell,

the foregoing authors

1976).

A cc ording to

it w ould be a rat h e r grave oversight,

both for the dem ons tration of construct v a l idit y and for
the development of further theory.
purpose of this project

However,

since the

is not to " m e a s u r e " self-esteem,

op erat ion ali zing the term is not necessar y here.
Young children ma y not be able to make d e t ailed verbal
assessment about their self-worth.

That

is wh y

inter

vi ewing children was not co nsider ed appro pri ate as a
met h o d

in the present study.

It must be stated that this
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9
opinio n of Wells and Harwell

involving the

inab ility of the

children to consciously verb alize their s e l f-worth is
controversial.

This abili ty of chil dren to m e n tally

construct and ver bal ize their self-worth,
those

as sampled by

items de signed to measu re sel f-worth

oneself as a person),
yo ung children".
middle childhood
twelve)

(ex.

is thought not to be

The resea rch shows that

liking

"available to
it is not until

(children bet we en the ages of eight and

that children can create meaningful

judgements about self-worth,

a finding that

and reliable
is consistent

with the developmental

literature on children's abil ity to

form concepts

1990).

(Harter,

It must be m ent ioned that s e l f - esteem can sometimes be
misunde rst ood as arrogance.

A m ajor difficulty with this

kind of thinking that under sta nds s e l f - esteem to be
interchangeable wit h pride
pride from oneself,

is that

in an attempt to remove

one's children or anyone else who tries

to be counselled or advised,
confidence,

inter-

one ma y also strip

se lf-worth and feelings of personal

"selfadequacy,-

and the debilitating effects of such an outcome have been
well documented"

( B u r i , J.R.,

1988).

Why is se l f - e s t e e m so important?

Simply put,

ha ving a

positive self-image can enrich one's

life since

it m a kes us

feel

"lovable,

(Phillips,

1989,

4).

Individuals with great se lf-wo rth have the stamina to

deal w i t h

valuable and worthy ."

life's hardships.

p.

"They are ha ppy because they
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are happy with themselves"

(Phillips,

What role does s e l f - esteem play
These

1989,

p. 4).

in the child's world?

feelings of self- wor th have an impact on learning.

A

valu ed or a devalue d opinion of one self throug h c o m m u n 
ication in relat ion to others'
su rrounding environment will

opini ons of oneself

in the

encompass the student e x p e r i 

encing their w orld a certain way.

It is even thought by

some educators that the wa y students see t h e m s e 1ves and
their abilities
(Snyder,

is the most

1974).

factor in achievement

Phillips and B ernstei n

that one's self-image
achieves,

important

works,

(1989)

also agree

is the heart of h o w a child

socializes and

loves.

learns,

S e l f - esteem can be

considered a buildin g block to one's self

image or "self

picture" .
Research has sh own that persons wit h
tend to be less creative and explora tiv e
1967;

Rosenberg,

1965),

Larsen & Schwendiman,
on the whole

to be

1969),

(Coopersmith,

1968; Wylie,

1961),

(Coopersmith,

less flexible
to be

1967),

anxiety and neurotic behav ior

low sel f - e s t e e m

(Boshier,

less socially eff ective
to be more prone to

(Fitts.

1972;

Harrow,

felonious behaviors,

homicides

(Kaplan,

belongings,

1982),

friends,

S t u m p f , 1984),

et al.,

to be more dispo s e d to a v ariety of

deviant behavior p a t t e r n s . including dishonesty,
quency,

1969;

job,

drug abuse,

to be
and

delin

alcoholism,

and

less happy w i t h one's

l i f e ’s circumst anc es

to be more prone to somatic symptoms
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(Bachman.

1982),

1962; Wilson,
potential
stress

et al..

(Buri,

(Schalon.

less employable
social

likely to be suicidal

1971),

1988).
1968;

to

(Braaten,

lose the gift of personal

to p erform less effe ctivel y under
Schraugh er &. Rosenberg.

(Reasoner,

distance

(Fitzgerald.

to be more

1983)

in interpersonal

1970).

and to ho ld a gre ate r
relationships

1963) .

Can one's s elf-estee m be affected by others?
century,

James

(1890)

stated that

as many different social

and

Self

is

"he has

selves as there are distinct

groups of persons about whose op in io n he cares"
The image a child sees of themselves

upon family members,

Last

"(a) ma n's Social

the recogn iti on w hi ch he gets from his mates."

294).

to be

(pp.

293-

is contingent

caregivers and teachers that serve as

the mir ror through w hich a child sees themselves and then
judges what they see

(Maccoby.

1980).

noticed by the child is positive,
confident evaluation of themself.
negative,
valued.

If the refle cti on

the child will

create a

If the r e f l ection is

the child will deduce that they are not hi ghly

They are sensitive to the ev aluations adults have

of them and often adopt these as their own

(Kostelnik,

et

a l .. 1988).
Can this abstract concept be taught?
stated that the self
ref lected appraisals.
learned phenomenon.

Sulliv an

(1953)

is built out of experience by ways of
One's s e l f - v i e w is entirel y a
Sullivan be lieved that there were no
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s e l f —drives or potential

selves.

The

"se 1f— system"

is

charact eri zed as a d y n amism — "a rel a t i v e l y endur ing
pattern of energy tra nsf orm ati ons w h i c h rec urrently
characterize the o r g anism in its d u r ation as a living
organism"

(p.

103).

Following the devel opm ent of this
throughout childhood,
personification
experiences.
"not-me".

"self-system"

Sulli van sa w the origin of the s e l f 

in a three part div ision of the child's

He

labeled them:

"good me";

"bad me";

and

This divi sio n came about as an outcome of need-

satisfaction or anxiety pro duct ion

(reinforcement)

by the

parents when the child acted in a certain wa y and noticed a
parental

response that was either one of sa tisfaction or

dissatisfaction.

Fr om this process,

the s e l f - s y s t e m grew

as "an organization of educative experience called into
being by the ne cessity to avoid or to minimize
anxiety"

(Sullivan,

1953,

p.

165).

incidents of

It evolved into a

process of evalua tio n which constitutes s e l f - e s t e e m
& M a r w e 11.

(Wells

1976).

What kind of impact do parents have on their child's
self-worth?
component
Dorr

The parental w a y of disciplining is a central

in the devel opm ent of children's self-views.

(1983) has noted that dis cip line m ay be

serving certain par tic ula r functions.
of goals

involving discipline.

There

Initially,

looked at as
is a triad

pro tecting the

child from outside h a r m and the outcome of childi sh
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impulsivity is considered.
psychological

The next goal

development of the child.

of order and routine

Is to foster the

A certain amount

is ne cessary for a child to ga in the

skills needed for academic achieve ment and success
adult world.

Children

in the

learn fru stration tolerance by

having to manage their desir es and they build a moral
structure by deali ng w i t h the conseq uen ces of their
behaviors.
Lastly,

Empathy is at times,

taught thro ugh discipline.

discipline promotes efficient group functioning.

Limits must often be placed on group act ivities to further.
In an orderly fashion,

on-task behav ior

(Dorr,

1983).

Could a certain type of parental di scip l i n i n g style
be harmful to children?

The ap propriate pa rent ing style

might have a si gnificant effect on how childr en assess
themselves.

This could,

in turn,

have an impact on c h i l d 

ren and their abilities to deal w i t h adult r esponsibilities
(Elings,

1988).

Children,

wh o

live wi th parents wh o use

the authoritarian style are raised to feel

that they cannot

trust their own ability to rea son or judge in
1970).

Inversely,

(Brigg's,

Brigg's researc h shows childr en rai sed

in an overly per mi ssive environment
problems adjusti ng to the

are thought to have

limits of the cla ssroom and

society.
How would certain styles of discipl ini ng
unication skills and self-esteem?
to the one asked by Applegate,

involve comm

This questi on is similar

Burke,

Burleson,

Delia and
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Kline

(1985)

: "How can the child's good

intentions and

need for sel f-esteem be ack nowledged and affirmed
child is to be reprimanded?"
Mi lle r and Sperry
a "privileged role"

(p.

(1968)

meaning.

Applegate,

107).

state that

in both parental

tices and the c h i l d ’s eventual
Burke,

if the

language ma y have

s o c i alization prac

acquisition of emotional

Burleson,

Delia and Kline

(1985)

conclude that pa ren t-ch ild com mun ication w hich deals w i t h
pers on-centered perspe cti ves
the emotions,
situations),
of the child.

motives,

(communication e laborat ing on

and intentions of those

should assist

in the psychological

In this circumstance,

involved in
development

the child is implicit

ly made aware of the presence of subjective experience
through ref lection-enha ncing communication.
of this type of parental

Il lustrations

co mmunication are : "that name yo u

called Billy really hurt his feelings and proba bly mad e hi m
not.want to ever play with yo u again : it's just
time those big boys made
bad;

fun of you and made yo u feel so

you made Billy fee 1 just as bad,

pretty ashamed of you"

like the

(p.

136).

and you make me feel

The degree to whic h

ref lection-enhancing comm unication expresses and promotes
thinking about psychological
reasons,

s t a t u s , and the organization,

and outcomes of actions,

then such co mmu nicat ion

can be expected to en courage socia l-co gni tiv e development.
The authori tat ive -re cipr oca l par enting style,
high in bidirectional

communication,

which

is d efined as being
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high on both the Accepting,

Res pons ive and C h ild-Centered

dimension and the Dema ndi ng and C ontrolling dime n s i o n
(Maccoby & Martin,

1983).

B a u mrind

(1971)

also states that

the auth ori tat ive parent en courages verbal give and t a k e ,
shares the reas oning behind her policy w i t h the child and
accepts the child's objections w h e n the child does not
desire to conform.
Bidirectional,

or two -wa y commun icat ion

involves

parents and children conversing with each other as well
actively
Wh iren

listening to each other.

(1988)

Kostelnik,

note that adults pause

as

Stein and

long enough after

making a comment or asking a quest ion for children to
reply,

giving the m time to collect their thoughts before

responding.
contact,

Adults displ ay their att ent ion through eye

smiling and nodding.

They encourage children to

further what they are saying by verbalizing such st ate me nts
or queries as
happened?".

"tell me more about that

" or "then what

Such behaviors all ow children to feel valued

and interested.
Another possible wa y for bidirectional

co mmu ni cati on

to flourish is for adults to converse respectf ull y wi th
children.

They hold off from in terrupting children and

give them the chance to finish what they are saying,
to the adult or ano ther child.
adults
as

is patient and amiable,

"please" and "thanks" are

ei ther

The voice tone used by
and social

integrated

pl eas ant ries such

into the verbal
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exchange

(Kostelnik,

Conversely,

Stein & Whiren,

the a uth oritarian parent, wh o uses power

assertive techniques,
Rejecting,

1988).

is d e p icted as being hi gh on the

Unr espo nsi ve and Pa r e n t - C e n t e r e d dimension,

the Dema nding and Controlling dimension.

Baum rin d

and

(1971)

depicts the authoritarian parent as one wh o tries to mold,
control,

and evaluate the beha vio r and att itudes of the

child in tune with a set standard of conduct.

The parent

does not encourage verba 1 e x c h a n g e s , thinki ng that the
child should accept the parental v i e w for what
A research study done by Clayton

(1985)

is correct.

involving the

authoritarian di me nsio n having an as so ciati on with the
belief

in "the basic

t h o u g h t " (Tomkins,

ideological

1965,

p. 79);

goodness or evilness of humans.
parents'

polarity in Wes ter n
one's belief
Clayton

in the

(1985)

res earched

view on parenting and their outlook on the basic

nature of human beings.

Clayton rev eale d that those

parents who scored highest on such authoritarian pa re nting
variables such as;
child,
control
belief

the

irritability,

importance of break ing the will

of a

the evasion of c o m m u n i c a t i o n , and the

and domi nance of the parent over the child held the
in the basic badness of h uman beings.

concluded that

Clayton

"parents who v i e w others as ba sic ally

immoral are r e l atively authori tarian in their child-r ear ing
attitudes"

(1985,

p. 54).

This

implies a sel f-f ulfilling

prophesy of low self-est eem for those reared in the
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authori tar ian manner;

since the belief

in " g o o d n e s s ” and

"b a d n e s s ” involves judging and possibly m i s t r u s t i n g others
or oneself or both who are deemed as being "bad"
label

is placed upon the child by parents.
Adults who evade communicat ion

or no interest
"a hurry,
ors,

d isplay a small

busy,

in

en grossed in their own thoughts and e n d e a v 

or tired...they walk by children without
(p. 29).

comment and
Children

interpret these behaviors as signals of apathy
et al.,

amount

in children's activities because they are

fail to acknowledge their presence"

(Kostelnik,

1988).

H ow can one characterize a child with

low self-esteem?

The children of âuthoritai'-jan parents tend to
competence with peers,
initiative

in social

seem to withdraw,

circumstances,

They sho w lesser evidence of moral
have an external,
tion.

if that

In boys,

performance.

and

do not display
lack spontaneity.

structure and tend to

rather than an internal, moral

there

Studies also

link authoi'itarian pare nting

(Maccoby & Martin,

C o o p e r s m i t h 's
sixth grade,

orienta

is low moti v a t i o n for intellectual

with both low s e l f - esteem and an external
in children

lack social

1983;

locus of control

B u r i , 1988).

In

(1967) work involving boys in the fifth and
authorit ari an pare nting was

s elf -esteem in sons.

linked with

low

Unf ortunately no study involving

girls was done then to determine any varia tio ns

in the

f indings.
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Loeb,

Horst and Horton 's

(1980)

r e s e arch studied

parents of fourth and fifth grade child ren w i t h high versus
low self-esteem.

They found that a dir ective teachi ng

style, where parents physi call y take over or give direct
verbal
some

orders/dir ect ion s ra the r than use a style that

liberty of choice to the children,

often in parents of

tarian control will

was dis c o v e r e d more

low se l f - e s t e e m children.

colleagues stated that

"high

left

Loeb and his

levels of parental

authori

impart to children a sense that they

are not trusted to undertake activities

ind epe ndently -

that they are not considered competent"

(Maccoby & Martin.

1983.

p. 41).
What kinds of qualities do children with a high sense

of self-worth possess?

In contrast,

M accoby and Ma r t i n

state that children involved in the a u thoritativereciprocal style of par ent ing were noticed to be indep end 
ent and "agentic"

(i.e. m a n i f e s t i n g self-assertion)

the cognitive and social
to manage aggression,
esteem

circles,

Coopersmith

sociall y amenable,

self-confident,

(Maccoby & Martin,
(1967)

1983;

able

and high in s e l f 

Buri,

1988).

re veal ed that parents of hig h s e l f 

esteem boys created hi gher standards

for obedience and co m

petence and co ns iste ntl y enforc ed these standards,
to the parents of

in both

low esteem boys.

compar ed

Parents of the former

group also involved th em selves and their children
"democratic" style of decision-making,

w h ich

in a

let the chi Id-
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ren questi on parental

perspectives.

Additionally,

the boys

of this group often felt that w h e n puni shment was given,
was fairly implemented.
ed that

Ma c c o b y and Mar t i n

suggest

"the weight of the evidence w ould ap pea r to be that

neither authoritarian control
per mis siveness

Can control
the mean ing of

nor un all oy ed freedom and

is the key to the deve lopment of hi gh s e l f 

esteem in children"

(p. 47).
be considered a good thing?

"control",

Ma c c o b y and Mart i n

sented a term that has a dual meaning.
both the auth ori tat ive techniques,
smi th,

(1983)

it

Pon der ing

(1983)

pre

It appears that

as desc rib ed by C o o p e r 

and the more restrictive autho ritarian techniques

could be reco gn ized as c o n t r o l .
ences, however.

There are grave d i f f e r 

The autho ritative control

that has definite boundaries,

but also has a degree of

freedom and room for dialogue.
warmth within control.
also has definite

This weaves the quality of

The aut hor itarian meth o d of control

limits,

howev er allows for insignificant

amounts of freedom or r o o m for dialogue.
anticipated to follow parental
inquiring about them.
with this control
Conversely,

is firm control

There

d ime nsion

The child

is

decisions and rules withou t

is a lack of war m t h involved
(Elings,

1988.

p.

11).

p e r m i s s i v e n e s s is sometimes depicted as

the absence of c o n t r o l .
missin g is necessary.

De ciding what type of control

Parents wh o engage

in the

indul

gent-permissive pattern w ould seem to be assoc iate d
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wi th higher se lf-esteem if control were to only be d e s 
cribed as restrictions on the c h i l d ’s behavior
author ita rian control).

Ma c c o b y and M a r t i n noted studies

that directly related restrictive,
to low self-e ste em
An othe r study,

(ie.

(Apolonio,

Baldwi n et al.

n o n p e rmissive pare nti ng

1975;

Qadri & Kaleem,

(1945),

1971).

obser ved that

children of restrictive parents were not only obedient and
n o n a g g r e s s i v e , but also

"passive and colorless

interactions" with their nursery school

peers.

in their
The

obedience was obtain ed at the expense of the children's
spontaneity,
social

creativity,

competence"

Yet,

(Maccoby & Martin,

if control

autonomous behaviors
control),

and the more active aspects of
p. 44).

is br oadened to include requests for
(ie.,

au thoritative or de mocratic

more p e r m i s s i v e n e s s might not neces sar ily be

associated with high er self-esteem,
work concludes.

as Bau mri nd's

She studied nursery-school

(1971)

children and

concluded that p e rmissive parents had children who see med
to lack social responsi b i l i t y and independence.
issues related to self esteem.
study,
old,

These are

A co nti nua tio n of this

involving these children at eight and nine yea rs

showed that they were

low in cognitive and social

areas.
How do adults handle their authority?
parenting styles.
of authority.

Baumri nd

The first

(1971)

In her study on

di stin g uished two types

involved firm en forcement of
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rules,

and the

latter type

in corporated enc our agem ent of

independence and individuality.

The second type was

rec og nized by maki n g age-app rop ria te demands of the
children.
mental,

(Emphasis needs to be placed on the d e v e l o p 

as opposed to the chronological

age).

Baumr ind 's

two types of auth ority became k n own as " c o n t r o l " (i.e.,
boundaries placed on the child's behavior)
ness " (i.e.,

and

demands for ag e- appr opr iat e behaviors or

encouraging/ pushing for autonomous behaviors)
1971).

"demanding

Martin

(1975)

(Baumrind,

also made use of this resea rch by

integrating these parental

be haviors stated above

into his

defi nit ion of restrictiveness.
The

inverse of restrict iven ess

is the

in d i f f e r e n t —

uninvo lve d style which contains qualities of the U n d e m a n d 
ing and Low In Control
Martin.

1983).

study that

Loeb,

foster

Although the
exist,

et al.,

(1980)

(Maccoby and

indicated in their

involvement was correlated posi tiv ely w i t h the

child's self-esteem.
logically,

Attempts di men sio n

the studies

Therefore,

parental

neglect would,

low self-esteem in children.
indifferent style and indulgent style
involving preschool

children neglected

to make a d i s t i nc tion betw een the two styles.
this,

Because of

the two styles will be co ntained wi th in the he ading

of permissiveness.

The

authoritarian,

the permissive style will

aut horitative

and

be d iscussed with regards to the

following study involving Elrod & C r a s e ’s w o r k

(1980)
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Baumri nd' s study

(1971).

In regards to p e r missive parenting,
overall

there was an

lack of as sociation w i t h self-esteem.

The only

exc ept ion to this

lack of a ssociation was found in

Baumr ind 's

study wi th p e r missive fathers and their

(1971)

daughters.

When coupled w i t h some degree of paternal

rejection,

there was an assoc iat ion w i t h as sertive and

autonomous behavi or

in their daughters.

socially accepted norms,

This m ay go beyond

and be seen as disruptive.

resulting effect on self-es teem is inconclusive,
such result occurr ed with Elrod's and C r a s e 's
Additionally,

The

since no

(1980) work.

the aut hor itarian style of pare nti ng was

never related to high self- est eem in either boys or girls
in any of the research.
Could one type of di sciplining style w o r k for one
gender and not the other re garding children?

Attributes

which were most typically thought to be rela ted with the
authoritative style of pa renting were posi tiv ely asso cia ted
with self- este em for girls
(1980).

in the Elrod and Crase study

It was shown that when the mother's c ommu ni cati on

with the child is val u e d

(including setting

limits)

and her

teaching of emp ath y for others were both related to high
sel f-esteem in girls.
used by Elrod and Crase

The Iowa Parent Beha vio r Inventory
(1980)

indicated that parental

behaviors associated with high self este e m in girls
cluded active

interaction wi th the child,

in

gi vin g immediate
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assistance to the child,
In additio n the

item,

and set ti ng

limits on the child.

"help your child re cognize another

p e r s o n ’s point of view," was po sitively related to s e l f 
estee m in the girls.
fathers

Yet,

(such as paternal

some of the same qu al ities

in

limit setting and givi ng immedi

ate assistance to the son) was relat ed to low sel f - e s t e e m
in boys.

Baumrind

(1971)

dis covered that

parents had daughters who were more

a uthori tat ive

independent than the

daughters of permissive or a uthoritarian groups.
stated that authori tat ive parents are
catalyst

She

likely to become the

in the de velopment of competence through

responsible,
Additionally,

independent behavio r in their y o ung children.
she proposed that author ita tive parental

behav ior was clearly related with
dominant behavior

in girls,

with the same behav ior

purposive,

but was only clearly relate d

in boys w h e n the parents were also

nonc onforming and aut hori tat ive
Given the above data,
tative parenting style

independent,

(Baumrind,

1971).

it appears that the auth ori -

is the most

for girls at this pre-school

desired par ent ing style

(3 to 5 years)

study Elrod and Crase did, maternal
related to their son's self-esteem.

age.

In the

behaviors were not
Yet,

the paternal

authoritative behavior was negati vel y as sociated to the
self-esteem of their sons.

Oddly however,

boys were

found

to have higher self-esteem than girls overall.
These outcomes for pre-school

child ren br ing about the
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possi bil ity of important d i s tinctions

in the effects of

par enting styles on girls and boys.

For instance,

future,

is a g reater tendency

when boys become men,

for m e n to compliment women,
and Edge ley,

1974).

there

ra ther than other me n

in the

(Turner

It w o u l d be interesting to find out

if

this behavi or was m o d e l e d by the mot her's and father's
influence and di scipline style.

Greate r research needs to

be conducted in order to gain cer tai nty w i t h these results.
The conclusion that young children do not express a
sense of self -esteem must not be has til y made.
is Ha lti wang er and H a r t e r ’s

(1988)

" e x u d e " a sense of

self-esteem that has been di splayed

behaviors wi t hin their repertoire.
children are co gnitively

limited

it

recent resea rch that

supports the belief that youn g children
overall

Rather,

in certain

Even though young

in verbali zing the concept

of their self -wo rth due to results

from self-reports,

there

are still means of ob serving the ph enomenon of children's
self-es tee m as was noted

in Baumrind's

(1971)

and Elrod and

C r a s e 's (1980) work with parents and children.
In my own w o r k . we can begin to interpret a child's
self-worth by observin g the verbal

and nonverbal be hav iors

between staff and children at a child care center.
various parental

The

d isci pli ne styles have been explo red and

its relationship to self-esteem.

The authoritarian,

the

indulgent and the indifferent p arenting styles have been
linked to a lack of high self-esteem.
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A uthori tar ian parents and their moral

v i e w of others

involving qualities of goodness and badne ss has been
ass ociated wit h
reciprocal

low self-esteem.

parental

The authoritat ive -

style whic h encour age s com mun ication

between adult and child appears to be favorable to the
development of positive self-esteem.

Com mun ication

involving the self would be a s tar ti ng point for inv est i
gating the gr owth of a child's self-worth.
Se 1f-Esteem and Communicat ion
Can communica tio n be used to change one's self-esteem?
Noting Mead's

(1934)

thought,

the process of respond ing to

oneself as an object : se 1f— concept ion

(also refe rred to as

self-image)

for the occurrence of

is cons id ered significant

"human-minded" behavior.

This process

the m ech a n i s m of

(Wells & Harwell,

1anauage

is s o c i a l . involving
1977).

Language

is involved in behaviors that can incorporate self-esteem.
Those who use

language as a tool,

ions of themselves.

Mead

(1934)

can effect others'
and Sullivan

stressed the signific anc e of others'

natural

opin

(1953)
language

(including ges tur e and para l a n g u a g e ) in the advancement of
children's self-concepts.
effects,

S u l livan stressed the affective

particul arl y influences on self-evaluation,

idea in all mod ern sel f-co nce pt theories.
the presumption that

laypersons'

a main

Additionally,

"personality theories"

involve both the self and others are co nc eptualized
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terms of ordinary
Bandura,

language

1981; Wylie,

(Lives 1ey and Bromley,

1973;

1990).

In the classroom,

teachers transport either en han cin g

or deb ilitating attitudes that

frequently are created in

what they say to children and h o w they state
ve rbal izations are a m ain component

it. T eacher

in the extent to w h ich

children perceive themselves as valua ble and competent or
not

(Kostelnik.

et al..

1988).

Parti c i p a t i n g adults

early child care setting actualize the verbal
Its constituents
caregivers say,

in the

environment.

include wo rds and si l e n c e — h o w much
what they say,

speak and how well

they

ho w they talk,

listen.

to w h o m they

"The w a y in which these

components are played out dictate s children's es timations
of self-worth.

Therefore,

verbal

env iro nme nts can be

desc ribed as either negative or positive"
al.,

1988,

p.

self-esteem.

29).

Thus,

(Kostelnik,

et

com muni cat ion can alter one's

The next area will deal with h o w co mmu n i c a 

tion and other qualities are part of the caregiver
environment.

Studies Involving ChiId ren

Dr.

Claire Et aug h

(1984)

in

Care Settings

sta ted that res earchers

have begun to examine how specific conditions of the child
care setting affect children.
encouraging.

She found these studies

Her opinion is a val id one,

since recent
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studies have been concerned on a v a r i e t y of issues

in

child care from staff traini ng to the type of verbal
environment a child can be successful
childrens'

in.

The

issue of

self-esteem also enhances the re levance of the

quality of child care settings.
some of those studies

involving the child care center

attributes and ho w that
For instance.

This section deals with

influences the child.

The National

Day Care Study res ear che d a

diverse group of licensed urban child care centers and
found that for children un der the age of three y e a r s .
positive developmental
size,

results were

fewer children per caregiver,

(Etaugh.

linked with small group
and caregiver training

1984).

The significance of the car egiv er- chi Id ratio and
caregiver training also was shown in the National
Home Study

(Fosberg,

1981), whi ch

looked at r e gulated and

nonregulated urban family child care homes.
have

Day Care

found that qua lit y child care

These studies

include child care

workers who are caring and res pons ive to children's needs
and who provide
(Fosberg,

1981).

intellectual

and verba 1 stimu lat ion

The staff who had child care training

tended to display more teaching,
activity,

music /dr ama tic play,

langua ge/ info rma tio n

and comforting.

number of children in the home expanded,

As the

interactions of
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all kinds between the staff wo rk ers and individual

children

decreased.
Studies of community base d programs

in N e w York City

and Bermuda have repor ted that v a r iations

in the quali ty of

care wi thin a particular type of sett ing are more
than the type of setting itself.
found that,

Clarke-St ewa rt

the quality of care

was sign ifi can tly related to children's social
competence.

and intell

Clarke-Stewart then compared midd le

class two-t o-f our ye ar olds,

from a broad range of center

and family care arrangements,
experience.

(1982)

in the N e w York City Infant Day Care Study,

within each type of care arrangement

ectual

important

with tots without

child care

Children involved in the center experience

scored consistently higher on measu res of social,

emotional

and intellectual matur i t y than children in family child
care,

or at home with parents.

basicall y descriptive.
causal

direction

Studies such as this one are

They can only suggest,

(Clarke-Stewart,

1984,

p. 99).

not ratify,
The

limits

of both family situations and child care quality have not
been researched.

Presently,

the focus for m y resear ch is

upon the child care center and its workings.
Keeping this

in mind,

Howes

(1964)

studied eighteen to

twenty two m o nt h old tots and their caregivers
child care homes and centers.
settings,

in licensed

She discov ere d that

caregivers w h o wor k e d w i t h

in both

fewer children,

shorter hours, had fewer h ousework responsibilities,
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worked
and

had more experience and train ing in child care and child
develop men t were those who provide d more
social

stimulation,

expres sed mor e positive a f f e c t . wer e

more responsive to the toddlers,
and

facilitative

less negative.

and were

less restr icti ve

Howes had not dir ectly bridg ed the

caregiver variables and child behavior.

It seems that

caregiver/child ratio and car egiver training among other
factors were ass ocia ted wit h a more

favorable caregiving

environment.
Research of child
al..

1981)

care effects

similar ly sho w that diff erences

of child care en vironments have
children's

language,

social,

Interestingly Bermuda,
States

whi ch has a society

in terms of social

(Schwarz,

et

in the quality

important effects on

and emotional

development.
1 ike the Uni ted

and economic conditions,

ninety percent of the children
f-ftà

in Bermuda

has

living there ex pe rien cin g

la çA.t'6 t'&nter life by the age of two years-.

These child care env iro nmen ts vary along such di mensions as
caregiver training,

curriculum,

action and so forth.
Bermudian children

chiI d-caregiver inter

A study of three to five year old

in center care

(McCartney,

et al.,

found that child re n at the better qua lit y centers,
higher on meas ure s of
task orientation,

language development,

sociability,

1982)

scored

intelligence,

and considerateness.

These

characteristics are all rela ted to s el f-esteem indirectly,
as noted earlier.
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The NAEYC

(1982)

states that a m a j o r de ter minant of

the q u a i ity of an early chil dhood pr o g r a m is the degr ee to
w hic h the program is d e v e lopmentally appropriate.

Their

position statement describes both appr opr iat e and inappro
priate practices,

such as tea ching practices,

early childhood programs.

The N AEYC believe s that the

"correct way to teach youn g childr en
olds)

(four and five year

is not to lecture or ver bally instruct them"

Rather,

they prepare the environment so that

stimulating,
children.

(p. 4).

it provides

challenging ma te rial s and activities

Examples of such activities to develop

and literacy involve
poems;

within the

for
language

listening to and re ad in g stories and

talcing field trips ; dic tating stories;

pa rti ci pati ng

in dramatic play and other experiences requ iring c o m m u n i c a 
tion:

talking informally with other children and adults;

and experimenting with writi ng by drawing,

copying,

and

inventing their own spelling.
Aside from being d e v e lopmentally appropriate,
care center needs to have a verbal

the child

env ironment whic h

is

positive and mirrors a child's w o r t h as being invaluable.
F ew child care professionals w o uld purposef ull y behave
ways that damage children's self esteem.
of early childhood settings,

Yet,

in

obser vati ons

frequently displ ay child

care workers un int entiona lly using verbal
propagate a negative verbal en vironment

patterns that

(Kostelnik,

1987).
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Kostelnik.

et al.,

(1988)

Illustrate a v ariety of acts

that can contribute to a negative verbal environment:
teachers paying superficial
to say;

at ten tion to what children have

adults speaking disresp e c t f u l l y to children;

teachers using judgmental voc a b u l a r y in de scribing children
to themselves and others ; staff m embers actively
discouraging children from speaki ng wi t h them;

adults

relying on gi ving orders and ma king demands as their
primary means of commu nic atin g to children;
rhetorical

questions,

so that no real

wa nted from the children;

teachers using unclear

to put the puzzles

" n o " , "stop" or

language such as "we need

in the puzzle r a c k , " wh en they have no

inclination to help out;
of relating on an equal
form of a name

answer is expected or

caregivers employi ng the child

ren's names as synonyms for the words
"don't";

adults asking

("Joey"

or using childish language

instead

status ; or by using a diminutive
instead of

"Joe") whe n the child or

parent prefers the other ; and adults do minati ng the verbal
interactions that occur everyday.
Regaining the
some ways

idea of a positive verbal

in w h i ch this verbal

according to Kostelnik,

et al.,

environment
(1988)

iting warm th towards children and real
using

climate now,
is visible

are : adults e x h i b 
interest

in them by

language that reflect s this positive w a y of behaving:

greeting children when they get to the center;
emitting verbal

and nonverbal m e s s a g e s that are

teachers
in sy nchro-
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nicity with each other:

smiling at the child when giv i n g

praise or po sitioning themselves near the child at a si m 
ilar height

from the floor w h e n the caregiver

interest verbally;

adults giving out

ren to interact with them;

is showing

invitations to chil d

adults using children's

ests as a basis for conversation;

inter

adults planning or taking

advantage of spontaneous opportunities to talk with each
child informally;

teachers evade using judgmental

comments

about children either to them or with i n their hearing;
adults hold off from speaking wh en conv ers atio n would d e s 
troy the mood of the
deeply absorbed

interaction : when they see children

in conversation wi th one another;

adults

focus their attention on children when they professi ona lly
engage with them and put off housekeep ing w o r k and personal
soc ialising so that they are totally available

for inter

action with children.
Kostelnik et al.,

(1988) have stated that some care

giver behaviors elicited a positive verbal environment.
Coincidentally,

some of the constructive be haviors m e n 

tioned by Kos telnik et al.,
the

(1988)

are also stated wi th in

instructional video series entitled Self Dime ns ions

Self- E steem Video S e r i e s .

For instance, whe n adults are

needed to implement positive

language toward the children,

in "How do I tell you I like you?"
positive verbal

(p.

1 pa ragraphs 2 & 3)

st atements are emphas ize d in relation to

disci pli nin g as well

as for staff

"to communicate their own
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positive
(pg.

feelings".

In the video,

"It's fun to be four",

2, paragraph 2) the narrato r mentions the dev elopment

of r isk -t akin g on the part of the child,

and the staff

member "pointing out h o w he has ma n a g e d to do better the
second time".
Since there may be times when silence
one's esteem,

espe cia lly whe n children are concen tra ting on

a certain activity,

the idea of allow ing children to initi

ate activities while staff
by the

is therapeutic to

"Enter Toddling"

looks on qui etl y is r ec om men ded

(p. 2, paragra ph 7) video.

verse ly, when times of dialogue are neccessary,
Toddling"

(p. 3,

line 22)

ren's self wort h through

in "Enter

in regards to d evel op ing child
language,

the staff member s take

"every opp ortunity to talk to the toddler;
activity

Con

every sensory

is labeled."

Children being invited to interact with child care w o r k 
ers was an idea not only from K os telnik and her collègues
research,

but was also put

wor ker in the video

into action by a child care

" It's fun to be four"

(p. 4,

lines

1-6) when she asks a child to vol unt eer for an activ ity she
will do with the child.

Additionally,

the child's

import

ance can be ackn ow ledged by "getting down on the child's
level and always where they can
lines 12-15)

look eye to eye"

(p.

2 ,

in " H o w do I tell yo u I Like You".

It should be noted that the assessment of beha viors
w l 11 not be

limited to those behaviors m e n t i o n e d above.
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There

is no causal

link w h ich is being determined between

children's se lf- estee m and certa in specific staff b e h a v 
iors. Rather,

the purpose

is to find staff and child

behaviors that are reoccurring and emergent s p ecifically at
one particular child care center,

w h i c h prove to be inter

esting and informative.
The role of positive verbal

and nonverbal

interaction

between caregivers and children has rep eatedly shown chil d
ren's self est eem enhancement.
itive verbal

environment

are important.

The signific anc e of a po s 

is that children realize that they

This helps their self -pe rce pti ons of com

petence and w o rth

(Openshaw,

1978).

Furthermore,

child

r e n ’s self-awareness goes up as they have chances to ex
press themselves,

explore

ideas,

and interact spont aneo usl y

with other adults and their peers
1988).

(Kostelnik,

et al.,

These conditions help to devel op the chance that

children will
and comfort

see their caregivers as sources of support

(Kostelnik,

et al.,

1988).

Children,

then,

become more willi ng to accept the social

learnings adults

want to give them

1977).

(Baumrind,

1977; Katz,

These

involve traditions,

rules and h o w to get along wi th others

(Kostelnik,

1988).

et al.,

To conclude,

that depict a positive verbal

adult behaviors

environment are sy nonymous

with those cited as characte riz ing warmth,

acceptance,

respect and empathy

1977;

1961).

All

(Coletta,

1977;

Gazda,

four cha ract eri sti cs help

Rogers,

in the relat i o n s h i p -
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buil din g process and provide the basis for co nstructive
child growth and development

(Kostelnik,

et al..

1988).

Statement of the P ro blem / Ne ed for Furt her Researc h
The

literature re gar ding children and their inter

actions with caregivers and children's s e l f - e s t e e m has been
discussed.

The body of literature on caregi ver and child

interaction and se lf-e s teem commu nic ati on is at the
ductory phase.

Furt her explor ati on of the commun ica tio n

behaviors between children and caregivers
Additionally,

intro

ex amination of verbal

is necessary.

and nonverbal

acts by

caregivers and children which aid children's s elf- esteem
needs to be investigated since past researc h has only begun
to delve

into this specific topic and concern.

questions that require
a child care center.

There are

further study through obse rvation at
Inquiries wh ich are

in need of

detail ed explanations are :
(1) Ho w do the staff and children communicate with
each other?
(2)

(3)

Is there a distin cti on between the wa y staff
communicate to the boys and the wa y staff
communicate to the girls?
Does the communication by caregivers at the center
appear to enhance or minim ize the s e l f - est eem of
the children?

These global

queries will be given atte ntion

and data analysis section.
will

be addressed,

which

At this point,

in the results

the next section

is the m e t h o dol ogy of this study.
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CHAPTE R 2
M ethods of Resea rch
A general g r o undwork of resea r c h involving y o u n g child 
ren,

their self-esteem,

between caregivers
workers)

and the role of co mmun ication

(whether they be parents or child care

and y o ung childre n has been repor ted on. The goal

of this chapter is to delineate ho w and with w h o m the
investigation will be accomplished using a qua litative
approach.

The purpose of this rese arc h is to find d e s c r i p 

tive patterns of the

interactions betwee n staff member s and

children at an early learning center.
It is necessary to decide the most beneficial
explore rese arch queries.
1earn of a study's
strategy of

We anticipate what

route to

is needed to

interests and concepts through a

"linking goals to the type,

of methods to be used"

(Lindlof,

1992,

range,
p. 51).

and sequence
Bailey

(1985) mentions the des criptive approach process w h ich
tries to explicate h ow social
be of interest"

(p.

286)

phenomena

"arose or came to

as opposed to ana lyzing the causes

or outcomes.
Qualitative de sign

is a unique and individual

u nder

taking.

It is freshly created each time the res earc her

starts.

Lindlof

(1992,

p. 8) eloqu ent ly states the

ance of interpretive methodology:

"Our interest

import

in commun

icative per for man ces and practices - beha vio r chara cte rize d

36
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by intentions and informed by orders of relational,
cultural,
that

and ideological

registers

the

nature of social
such research

significance,

fluid,

life."

fully

requi res an inquiry

par ti cipa tor y

In other words,

is to find out members'

interpretive

processes and represent the part ici pan ts
(Spradely,

the foundation of

in their own terms

1980).

The next endeavo r is to provide
participants

involved in the study.

information about the
This will be followed

by an ex planation of the metho ds used to ga ther data on
this

topic.

procedures
eventual

Lastly,

the

discuss ion

for evaluating the

focuses

on

the

information obtained for the

purpose of finding emergent themes.
Participants

The participants

for this research project were child

care workers and children from a local early
center in Missoula,

Montana.

learning

Eleven student work ers

(seven

females and four males),

one female teacher and one female

director were volun tee rs

for this study at a child care

center at the Uni versity of Montana.

The staff members'

ages ranged from 19 years to forty-two.

The amount of on-

the-job training for workers ranged from five mo nth s to
fifteen y e a r s .
The twenty-nine attendi ng childr en
fourteen boys)

also partici pate d

(fifteen girls and

in the study with parental
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consent.

The children's eth nicity va ried from African-

American to Native Am erican to Caucasian.

Child ren who

were participants ra nged in age from 3 to 5 years.

Data Col lection Mat eri als
The ma terials consisted of a field notebook
1992) wh ich contained a ma p
care center;

(Denzin,

1978)

(Lindlof,

of the child 

a portable tape recorder wi th external m i c r o 

phone attached for audio taping;
tripod for videotaping;

a Hitachi video camera and

field notes and a flexible set of

ten observation questions

(see Appe ndi x A) der iv ed from

observing the staff and children

interacting.

The reason

for asking the flexible set of ten questions to staff
members was to follow

one of the procedures wi thi n the

systematic observation met hod

(Weick,

1985).

An

e.xplanation of this method follows.
Procedures
W e i c k 's
observation"

(1985,

p.

is used

method of obse rva tio n

568)

"soft te chnology of systematic

in this study.
involves:

Specifically,

"sustained,

this

explicit,

meth

odical observing and par aphrasing of social situa tio ns
relation to their nat ura lly occu rri ng contexts"
1985,

p. 569).

As Weic k did,

in

(Weick,

it is nec essa ry to unde r s t a n d

the procedures by explai ning the defini tio n ter m by term.
Then,

an explana tio n of the specif ic procedures used by

this researcher

is provided w h i c h

implements the systema tic
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observational method.
First,

I as an observer enga ged in the phenom eno n for

a prolonged period of time - "sustained"
569).

For this pa rticular study,

(Weick,

1985,

p.

the pheno men on of staff

and children was engaged in by the resea rch er for a period
of one hour,

one to two times per wee k for a period of

eight weeks.
Next,

I made self-conscious,

and full,

clearly ex

pressed notations of ho w the obser vin g is done - "explicit"
(Weick,

1985,

p. 569).

There were eight hours of video

recording and eight hours of audio recording completed at
the observation site.

One hour of audio-rec ord ing was

devoted to an in-depth interview
with one staff member.

This first

(Douglas,

1976,

p.

15)

involved obser vin g the

child care site while the staff member was worki ng and then
de veloping a flexible set of fifty questions,
which were asked during the

interview.

only some of

Additionally,

self

disclosure of my own ex perience in the child care field was
revealed to es ta blis h rapport and trust.
audio and video re cordings
ren interacting.

The re maining

focused on the staff and child 

Furthermore,

I engaged

in conversat ion s

with staff mem b e r s about their interactions w i t h the
children and their activ iti es at the center.
members were

The staff

inquired as oppo sed to the children,

past research has

since

indicated that y oun g children are

limited

in their ability to cons ciou sly ve rba liz e their s e l f-worth
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(Harter,

1990; Wells & Marwell,

1976).

I then went about

the ob ser ving activity in an alert mann e r w h i c h allowed
for "tactical
p. 569).

improvisation" - "methodical"

(Weick,

1985,

I inquired some staff membe rs about their

communication

interaction using a set of ten questions

(Appendix A).

However,

those ten queries.

the

inquiries were not

limited to

Conv ers atio ns with the staff were also

engaged in, which is involved in participant observ ati on
(Becker,

1970).

Conversations were active when I did not

look directly into the video camera,
me mbe r nearby.

It seems,

and there was a staff

from my pilot work,

sug gestion by a professional

as well

in the field of child care,

that when I occas iona lly peered into the viewfi nde r
opposed to continually)
the filming,

as a

(as

the staff seemed more at ease with

especially since

I was talking to them instead

of being silent and viewin g them.

Additionally,

conversations were started up whe n I had a question about
how to interpret
Thus,

staff members'

the inclusion of

"tactical

or c h i l d r e n ’s actions.
improvisation"

(Weick,

1985) was also incorporated into the observations.
Next,
that are

I gave attention to the participants

in some sense standardi zed

observ er focused on nonverbal

(Weick,

and verbal

betw een children and staff members.
was also individually trained

(Weick,

in ways

1985).

This

communic atio n

Howe ver this obser ver
1985).

I had seen
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givers and children and the enhance men t of children's
self-esteem.

Additionally,

as an employee,

I had worked

for a period of eight mon ths w i t h i n a child care setting.
This

is what was entai led in "observing"

(Weick,

1985,

p.

569) .
The next step involved "paraphrasing"
p. 569).

This observ er te xtually co nstructed

the aud iotaped and videot aped data
Then,

simplifying,

ed data as well
done.
tapes

(Weick,

editing,

1985,

(Weick,

1985)

into t r a n s c r i p t i o n s .

imposing m eaning on the observ

as omitting some data

(Weick.

When viewing the video tap es and
in their entir ety once,

1985) was

listening to audio

this observer focused on re-

occurring activities such as art-play time,
everyday in the m orning and after nap time.
example of a teac her -directed activity.

wh ich occur
This

Next,

is an

eating peri

ods were re occurring and therefore selected as times whe n
staff and children interact frequently.
ered another te ach er-d ir ected activity.

This can be co nsid
Furthermore,

ciplining interactions were also focused upon,
teach er-directed activity.
or unusual
were

Lastly,

scribed.

a

if there were any rare

interactions between staff and children whic h

inquired about by this observer,

medical

again,

dis

emergency,

for example,

these

such as a possible
instances were tran

ChiIdren— initiated activities,

and free play times were also taken
Once this was achieved,

such as pret end

into consideration.

Denzin's br acketing

(1978)
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technique was carried out for the thematic analysis.
emergence of themes from
in this

process

thematic analysis
1. All

The

des cri ptiv e patterns were involved

(Denzin, 1978).

An exp lanation of the

is sp ec ified here :

the data from the video tape s and audio tapes

which di sp layed communi cat ion interaction betw een
the staff

and the children while engaged in art

activities,

mealtime,

disciplining,

snack time,

and rare or unusual

free play time,
situations which

staff were asked

about by this obser ver as well as

the staff member

in-depth interview done in the

pilot study were

transcribed.

2. Next,

I familiarized myself with the

gath ere d in the transcripts.

information

This was ac com pli shed

by reading the transcripts thor oug hly at least five
times without taking any notes.

3. Then,

on a separate sheet of paper,

various broad subject headings.
were done

in pencil

I bra inst ormed

These headings

and added as an ad dend um to the

transcript m a t e r i a l .
4. The third step involved rereadi ng the data w i t h 
out notes another time using an unmar ked copy of
the transcribed m a t e r i a l .
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5. Next,

bracket ing was completed.

This was the

point where subject headin gs were created and
ma rke d in pencil

in the ma rgins of the transcripts

that were ro ugh draft copies.
locating and

This m a t t e r

labeling subjects within the data.

Any remote connections were bracketed.
pencilled

involved

A thin

line connected the data together that

were repeat ed ideas.

Some data was placed under

two subject headings.

6. Then,

on another unmarked page,

of the intra-subject
was necessary.

identification

(subject-subject)

In this stage,

headings

fine tuning the

analysis was the concern.

7. The next step made use of separate pages again.
I employed

index cards for this separation.

This

part involved us ing direct quotes and citing page
and pa rag raph numbers and recording specific
instances where these quotes
subject heading.

fell un der each

Se arching for repetitive and

illustrative excerpts was the goal here.
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8. The next phase was the creation and de velopment of
themes within this work.

Themes were the g e n e r a l 

ized statements w h ich characterize the numerous
instances

located within the data set.

The

labeling of overarching ideas was carried out

in

this f i n a 1 p a r t .

From that point.

I "embedded the ob serving in the

interdependency of place,
situations]"
social

1985.

p. 569).

that fall

interactants:

people within the setting and "individual
into recognizable patterns"

Weick

(1985)

interconnected.

(Weick.

suggested that these three

1985,

acts
p.

forces are

This was translated to mean the r e l a t i o n 

ship between the child care center,
children,

[social

Weick mentioned that

situations are created by a triad of

a setting,

569).

(Weick.

actors and activiti es-

and observer,

the child care workers,

and the communication interactions

wh ic h go on among all three elements were taken into con
sideration.
tions.

connected,

For instance,

and reporte d wi t hin the trans c r i p 
if an interaction took place at the

breakfast table betwe en one female staff member,
children and I. the verbal
scribed as well

comm uni cat ion w ould be t r a n 

as the nonverbal

that the teach er- dir ect ed

comm uni cat ion and the fact

interaction took place duri ng the

eating activity between two male children,
member,

two male

one female staff

and this observ er w o uld be recorded.
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Lastly,
(Weick,

I d i f f e r entiated the backg rou nd elements

1985)

by ha ving taped at di fferent times du ri ng the

day as well as on various dates
specify contexts wher e people
pe rfor m certain activities

in time.

This was done to

(staff members)

(Weick,

do and do not

1985).

The period from four to five in the afternoon was not
taped or filmed,
myself.
as well

since this was a schedule conflict

for

The taping and filming days took place on Fridays
as Tuesdays,

on my part.

for the sake of scheduling feasibility

The activity times

center at seven— forty-five
morning.

Then from nine

included the opening of the

in the m or ning to nine

in the m orning to one

afternoon taping and filming was carried out.

in the

in the
However,

this was conducted for a one hour duratio n only on a
Tuesday or Friday

in various weeks.

Additionally,

the

afternoon period from one until

four was also used on

various days and again,

for not

longer than one hour

tapings and filmings at a time.

This was found to be

suitable

for myself

Additionally,

and the teachers at the center.

it afforde d me the opportu nit y to see shift

changes and new staff membe rs

interacting wi th the

children each hour.
The phrase
1985,

p. 569)

doc uments

"in relatio n to natural
is used to allow for the

(Weick,

1985)

c o n t e x t s " (Weick.
inclusion of

such as transcripts of three

instructional videos on c h i l d r e n ’s s elf-esteem and com m u n 
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ication.

The

staff me mbers

transcript of an Interview with one of the
(the full-time teacher)

was also used as a document.

wi thin the child care

Additionally,

another inter

v i e w with the di rector was also carried out,
transcribed.

however not

These documents serve as substitutes

familiarity w hich still
phrase " in the natural

for

allowed this observ er to "para
language

(Weick,

1985)

used by the

staff members and children.
Guba and Lincoln

(1975)

suggest co nsidering the tech

nique of triangulation by different meth ods as a me ans of
increasing the chances that
ible and reliable.
(Douglas.
a reliable

1976)

findings will be deemed cred 

The trans crib ed in-depth interview

of the staff mem b e r m enti oned above created

information source as well

turn made the systematic observations
staff,

children,

and observer

as document.
(Weick,

1985)

This

in

of the

interactions used by this

rese arc her more credible and reliable.

We bb et al.

(1966,

p. 3) suggested that althou gh triangul ati on by m ethod s ma y
be

laborious,

it is very muc h w o rth doing,

data believable:

it makes

"Once a proposi tio n has been confirmed by

two or more meas ure men t
Interpretation

since

processes,

is gre atl y reduced.

the unc ertainty of

its

The most persuasive

evidence comes through a tria ngul ati on of me asu rem ent
processes.

If a propo sit ion can survive the onslaught of a
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se ries of Imperfect measures,
error,

w i t h all their irrelevant

confidence should be placed

in it".

H avi n g di scussed the pr ocedures

for this study,

from

interviewing staff members

in the child care to syst e m 

atically observing

1985)

(Weick,

particular child care facility,

staff and children of a
it is ne ce ssar y to move

forward in the wr i t i n g of this project by dis cus sin g the
the results.

This upcom ing section will

incorporate

excerpts from the tr anscripts of the pilot data
staff membe r's
nonverbal

interview)

as well

(ie.

a

as the data on verbal

interaction between staff members and children

and this observer.
from the children,

The excerpts will be quoted material
staff and myself.

Additionally,

the

activity the staff and children are engaged in was
described using this observer's and staff's
interpretations.

The staff members',

and c h i l d r e n ’s

pseudonyms were also used wi thin the quoted excerpts.
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CHAP TER 3
Resu 1ts

This
W e i c k 's

chapter focuses upon the
(1985)

stated that

and D e n z i n 's

(Weick.
the

analysis using

(1978) methods.

W e ick

(1985)

"social situations are created by a triad of

interactants;
individual

data

a setting,

acts that

1985,

p. 569).

people with i n the s e t t i n g , and

fall

into recogniza ble patterns"

This

is translated to me an that

relatio nsh ip between the place,

the people and the

communication interactions need to be
ing on them with i n the results.

linked by r e p o r t 

Therefore,

the first

goal within this chapter will be to discuss the child
and caregiver environment.

Additionally,

the selected

video and audio interactions have been analyzed and will
be presented using
Lastly,

themes

were

Denzin's

(1978)

elicited

in

bracket ing

method.

the final stage and

examples are provided of these emergent m a i n categories.

Chi Id Care Mai n Room
The natural

star tin g place of this chapter is to

introduce and describe the child care environment where
the on-sight observat ion s pr imarily took place.

This

is

an invitation into the main room of the child center.

It

is where the staff mem b e r
ho urly shift.

signs

in

and

out

of their

It is wh ere parents of children wh o attend
48
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the pre-school

sign the daily attendance sheet

after steppi ng past the room's threshold.
roo m wh ere staff plan,

serve,

th em and the children.

Thi s

is the same

and eat the food available to

It is the primary interaction area

be tween various staff memb ers and children,
app roxi mat ely six to seven hours
gather together for art time,
other,

immediately

who spend

in this enclosure.

to sing and

and simply to roam and engage

They

learn about each

in free play moments.

A brief descrip tio n of the ma in fixtures

is discussed.

Three child-sized tables with accomp anyi ng child-sized
chairs are sta tio nar y near the entrance way.
utilized for var iou s purposes.

They are

Art creations such as

stuffed dinosaurs for hangi ng mobiles are made here as well
as other art projects.

Additionally,

eating breakfast,

lunch and snack foods are served and consumed at these
tables.

Furthermore,

playing with board games and puzzles

are also carried out here.
on the west side,
ren:

there

At times,

wit hin the table area

is an ease 1 present

for two ch ild

one on one side of the ease 1, and the other child,

directly opposite,
Lastly,

to use for individual

a water table

paintings.

(a r ec ta ngul ar piece of mobile

furniture whic h can be filled w i t h water)
where the ease 1 stands.

is adjacent to

There are wash buckets during meal

times that are situa ted on this w ater table

for children

and staff to place their used eating utensils and dishware
in.

There is a trash can present to disc ard unwa nted food.
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On the west side of the table area,
reside.

The we ekl y theme

two bulle tin boards

is w r i t t e n upon the construction

paper backg rou nd and dec orated w i t h appropriate cut-outs
amplify ing the theme on the one bull eti n boar d closest to
the kitche n area.
loves music".

Examples of week l y themes are : "Everyone

Anot her theme

is "Dinosaur week".

This

bulleti n board is display ed above the shelves and cubby
area.

There is a fish tank sitting upon the shelves and

art supplies,
shelves.

blankets and sleep ing mats reside wit hin the

The cubbies

carpeted area until
room.

(lockers)

and shelves extend to the

it reaches the northern wall of the

Above this shelf area is another bullet in board

which does not change weekly.

However,

the cut-outs of the

children resemble ginger bre ad cookies with the children's
names on the figures.

These

are placed upon this board,

images of the children,
change daily.

he lper identification bulletin board.
children who chose to be responsible

This

which

is the

It displays names of
for various daily

opportunities.
Examples of such oppor tuni tie s are:
ing plants or being the

line

leader.

feeding fish or w a t e r 
Logically,

leader is the first child in line whe n everyone
go outside at ap pr oximately 11:30 and 3:15.
can recognize their names on this board,

the

line

is ready to

The children

especi all y since

they have a choice of what re sponsibility they desire.
itionally,

there

is a drawin g for each of the helper
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There

Is a stereo- rec ord player on the shelf b e l o w this

bulletin board.
as well
a signal

as when

The children

it is time to rest,

to avoid talking

are a varie ty of plants.
make up part of the

loudly.

its use

since the music

is also

Adjacent to the stereo

Cactus,

phil ode ndr on and hy acinth

indoor flora w h i c h the children water.

Along the northern wall
This

1earn new mu sic via

there

is a reading couch.

is where childr en can browse through a variet y of

c h i l d r e n ’s literature present on a nearby bookshelf.
children create their own narrative of what
the story they are

looking at.

The

is oc curring in

Other options that are

utilized are staff or a parent reading with the chi Id(ren)
upon the couch during morni ng as well

as afternoon hours.

On the far east side of the northern wall,
door which

there

leads to the children's bath roo m as well

is a

as a

parent meetin g ro om and another child center's play room.
The bathrooms contain several
stalls.

toilets wh ich are without

There are also several

child size sinks and paper

towel holders which allow the children easy access to care
for their own hygiene.
Back to the m a i n ro om again,

there

is a chiId-size

bed and table and ac com pany ing chairs with dolls,
and artificial
There

dishes

food to set a pretend play scenario alive.

is also a dre sse r which contains pretend play clothes

for the children to wear.

A pocket camera and play
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telep hon e also exist

in this area of the room.

There

is

also a space along the east ern side of the r o o m whic h has
headphones for two children to listen to recorded music or
look at picture books while they are busy
the audio tapes.

listening to

Mov i n g toward the entrance,

there

is a

table staff can use to do independent art projects.
to this table

is a staff bulle tin board and a bookshelf

where staff members are able to fill
On the other side of the walkway,
boo kshelf

is where an indoor slide

mor ning hours

Next

out their time sheets.
directly across this

is assembled during the

for children to play and climb upon.

are more shelves w h ich store table games,

There

such as erector

sets or construction paper fish attached to paper-clips
which test the children's skill of using ma gnets to
the fish up in the air.

There

lift

is an abundance of puzzles

for children to play with as well.
The children also play with many molde d-p last ic an i 
mals.

Farm animals to the

less do mes tic ated creatures,

such as bears are also played with by the staff and
children on the tan colored carpet area.
the stage

The open carpet

is

for children to moment arily tr an sfor m into a

polar bear or a lavendei— haired pony or a pizza delivery
person.
engaged

This

is also the area where circle times are

in by staff and children.

letters B-I-N -G—0 look and sound

Children learn what the
like. The children and
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staff sing about the dog Bingo and To ny Chestnut.
child ren role play various dinosaurs.

The

The children's

chanting voices become the voices of hand puppets.
The carpeted area transforms
area after lunch is completed.

into the children's rest
There

is one area d e s i g 

nated to those children who are planning on sleeping.
This area

is se parated by the mova ble

furniture wh ich marks

off an area for children who want to read or play rather
than sleep.

Once children are through sleeping,

their shoes on again,
members),

they put

(at times with the help of staff

and begin to play on their own in the carpet 1ess

table area or join the children in the rea din g area.
behavior continues until
the

lights.

The sunlight

staff raise the blinds and put on
emits from the

the western side of the room.
ren's parents,

This

large w i n d o w along

This win d o w provides c hil d

who are students as well,

an opport uni ty to

wave to their children from outside the building.
Lastly,

the exit-ent ran ce area of the main roo m is the

space where the children's cubbies are stationed.

This

is

also where the staff help to dress and undress the children
of their outer-wear.
farewell

It is also a simultaneous welcome and

point be twe en children,

parents,

and staff m e m 

bers .
The backgro und of the roo m floor plan has been pro
vided.

This deta ile d account

is necessary to grasp the

fact that this r o o m is the primary

interaction area betwe en
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the children and staff m e m b e r s .

The approximate two out of

nine hours spent outside the main room is for pla yground
time or vis iti ng a nearby on-campus

location such as a

staff m e m b e r ’s d o r m room.

Part ici pants
It is now significant to report on a brief d e s c r i p 
tion of staff membe rs and the children they care for
because W e i c k ’s

(1985) me th od asks that the participants be

descr ibe d since they are part of the triad of
Staff members
student,

juggle roles of employee for the university,

colleague to other staff members,

ciplinarian,

friend,

coach,

the child care center.

instructor,

and comforting counselor at

There are work schedule changes

each semester to comply with the alterations
school and personal
Alternately,
friend,

discipline acts,
and players

dis

Each staff mem ber usua lly works

on an hourly shift basis.

student,

interaction.

in one's

life schedule.

children manage the roles of being a
the recipient as well
peer,

as the

initiator of

consumers of the child care service,

in the childhood fantasy dramas that unfold.

These two groups of people join together each weekda y
mo rnin g at ap pro ximate ly eight o'clo ck and stay in each
other's company until
afternoon.

appr oximately five o'cl ock in the

Additionally,

children also are schedul ed to

attend the center on set days.

For instance,

a child
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mig ht attend only on Tues day and Thur sda y mornings.
Tra ns cript Se 1ection Method
Since the caregivers and children have been introduced,
the present focus

is the audio and video tape transcripts

and the themes w hich develop ed from the various tran
scripts.

There was a selection process of the video and

audio taped recor din gs at the child care center.
the W e i c k 's

(19851

criteria of simplifying,

imposing mea ning on the observed data,

directed activities.
also transcribed.

and

I focused on

recurring activities such as art-play time,
interactions,

editing,

the following

interaction pieces had been transcribed.

disci pli nin g

Using

eating periods,

since they were usually teacher

Any rare or unusual

interactions were

Ch iI dren -initiate d activities,

such as

pretend play scenes and free play times were also taken
into consideration.

Keep

in mind that these interactions

occurred on different dates.
Morning Episodes of Interaction :
1.

V a l e n t i n e ’s Day Bag Arrangement (7:30 - 8:30

2.

Making Pom Poms

3. Breakfast time

for the Lady Griz Game

am)

(8:00 - 9:00am)

(8:15 - 9:15 am)

4.

Playing C a n d y 1and Game

5.

Bell Ringing Time at

6. Friday vi deotape 3/12

(7:45am - 8:00 am)

(8:

15 am)

/ washi ng hands time

(9:30 - 10 am)

7. Natalie with Joe and Jay 3/12

(9:45 am)
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Aft ernoon Episodes of Interaction
0. Fr ida y Lunch time/ Dinos aur Wee k 3/5
9. Videotape 2/26
10.

Art with

(12:15pm)

(1:30 - 2:45 pm)

"Jack" and the Children

(2:15 pm)

11. Two children involved with an art project

(2-9-93)

(2:45pm approximately).
12.

Self— play art time

(no teacher supervision)

(2:50pm approximately).

These par ticular transcripts were selected since they
di splayed verbal

and nonverbal

between staff and children.

interaction periods

Additionally,

they depicte d

various clearly audible activities taking p l a c e .
a brief des cri ption of each of the transcripts

Next,

is given.

Pseudonyms of the staff and children are given for conf i d 
entiality purposes.
with an

(s),

Additionally,

staff

child is abbreviated with a

abbreviated with a

(m), female

searcher is sh ort ene d to an

is abbre vi ated
(c), male

is shortened to

is

(f), r e 

(r) .

56
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Table 1
Peseript ion of Tr anscript ions
Interactions Bet wee n Staff and ChiIdren

EPISODE

PARTICIPANTS

ACTI VIT Y

1 . "The Candyland Game
abbreviat ion :
LIMCG JC .2 :1

Jackie (fs)
Chuck (me)

Jackie and Chuck
negotiate a t ime
w h e n Chuck can
engage in a board
g a m e . Candy 1a n d .
Jackie also requests
Chuck to he Ip with
the chair p lacement
job. This is a
chiId-initi ated and
staff-initi ated act.

"The Bell Ringing"
UMBR V C . 2:2

Va 1 (fs)
Chuck(me)

Chuck is asked to
do the bell ringing
r i t u a 1. Va 1
compliments Chuck on
the clothes he is
wearing.
This is a
sta ff-initiated
activity.

"Breakfast Time"
UMB T SJD.2:3

Steve (ms)
John (me)
Dominic(me)

John talks about a
bedtime act he does.
Dominic talks about
his brother's pet
iguana having died.
This is a childinitiated activity.

"Valentine Bag Day"
UMVBD JACAPB 2:4

Jackie (fs)
Andie (fc)
Chuck (me)
Amy (f c )
Paul a (fc)
Br andy (fc)

The staff and
chiIdren p 1ay
together on an
art disp lay
activity.
This is a
sta ff- dir ect ed
activity.
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Table 1
D e s c r l p t ions of Transcr ipt ion s
Interactions Between Staff and ChiIdren
Episode

7

Participants

"Making Pompoms"
UMMP KDLJC 2:5

Karen (fs)
D o m i n i c (me)
Lucy (fc)
J e r r y (me)
C h u c k (me)

'Friday Videotape"
LIMFV LDKCK 2:6

Laura (fs)
Derek (me)
Kate (fc)
Chuck (me)
Karen (fs)

'Natalie and the Children" Nat(fs)
UMNC NDJJ 2:7
Derek(me)
Joe(me)
Jay (me)

"Lunchtime/Dinosaur Week"
UM LDW KCJS 2:8

9. Videotape 2/26
UMV DJDA 2:9

Activity
Karen instructs
the children
h o w to make
p o m p o m s . She
disciplines
Chuck and Jerry
for throwing
puzzle pieces.
This is a staff
directed action.
The is a sharing
issue among the
children which
staff try to
facilitate among
them. Chuck even
tries disciplining.
Partial staffdirected free
play time. Natalie
suggests ideas for
playing with
Li ncol n logs.
Jay also sings in
this segment.

Karen (fs)
C o u r t n e y (f c )
Jesse (fc)
Sandy (fs)

Dawn
(fs)
Jackie (fs)
Dominic (me)
Alicia (fc)

Staff and child
eating, clean-up
brushing teeth,
reading stories,
and rest time.
Dawn tries to
comfort Alicia
wh o is crying.
Dominic also
plays with Jackie
on a one-on-one
basis. Both acts
acts are childinitiated .
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T able %
Descript ion s of Transcr ipti ons
Interactions Between Staff and Children
Episode

Act ivity

Pa rticipants

Jack involves the
children in colo r
ing and s tory
telling about
their fathers and
musical instru
ments. Staff and
child directed
activities are
present h e r e .

10

Art with Jack i
the children
UMAJC JD TARK 2 10

Jack (ms)
Dominic (me)
Anne (fc)
Taylor(me)
Renee (fc)
Katie (fc)

11

Two Children and Art
UMTCA STJL 2:11

Stacey (fs)
Lynne (fc)
Tayl or (me)
J i 11ian (f c ;

Stacey compliments
Jillian and Ta y lor
on their artwork.
These are artchiId-directed
activit i e s .

12.

Self-play art time
UMSP SRJGT 2:12

Stacey (fs)
Rosemary (r)
Jack ie (f s )
Gordon (me)
T a y 1or (me )

Stacey describes
h o w staff assist
children. Taylor
acknowledges his
art work Stacey
complimented him
on. This is a
staff directed
activity.

The transcription abb rev iat ion s are based on Hopper's m e t h 
od

(1992).

of Montana,

The first two

letters denote the Univ ers ity

the next set of

letters take

title given to the transcription.
initial

(both staff and children)

Next,
are

into account the
the actors'

included.

first

Finally,

the mont h the reco rding took place

in is noted and the se 

quence the activity occurs

is the

in time

last part of the

abbreviat i o n .
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D e n z i n 's B r a c k e t ina Me thod
F r o m using D e n z i n ’s

(1978) br acketing method,

broad cate

gories were d eveloped after readi ng through the tra nscripts
several

times.

These categories then sep ara ted into s p e c i 

fic actions and were titled with intra-subject headings.
Wh en this brea kdo wn was complete,

five m a jor themes

emerged :
(1)

Child

and Staff Centered Actions

(2)

Staff

and Child Conn ect ing Behaviors

(3)

Child

and Staff Red ire ction Behaviors

(4)

Staff

and Child Role Orches tra tio n

(5) Se lf- Esteem Initiatives
The

following sections contain a detailed discu ssi on

of the above m e n t i o n e d themes.

There are excerpts from the

transcriptions w h ich disp lay examples of the themes.
examples

These

focus on specific communication behaviors that

are particular in the way staff verba lly and nonverbally
communicate with the children.

Children's communication

with caregivers are also presented as examples.
various activities staff and children engage
unication occurs are given.

Finally,

Then,

the

in when comm 

explanations of the

examples are give n to help gain a greater un der standi ng of
the particular theme to w hi ch the examples are connected.
Child and Staff Cent ere d Actions
The child and staff centered actions
chiId-staff commu nic atio n behaviors.

involved various

The child and staff
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cente red actions were

initiated verba lly and no nverbally by

each of the two groups.

These behaviors show distinc tion s

in the wa y one group acts toward the other g r o u p .
ample,

a chi Id demand

For ex 

is ma rked by an emphatic voice tone

or a repetitive child or staf f— centered verbal

utterance.

This behavior contrasts with the way staff memb ers show
their perspective,

or c e n t e r e d n e s s :

and staff d i s a g r e e m e n t .
individual
ment

Requests

through staff requests

involve asking another

to do an act without urgency.

is defined

Staff d i s a g r e e 

in this research as taking the opposite

viewpoint of an opinion or fact given by another indivi
dual.

To

illustrate using the transcripts as evidence of

child and staff centered actions,
lunch time episode.
vided.

here

is an excerpt

An example of a staff request

Ka ren is the staff member and Courtney

from a

is pro

is the

chi I d .

UMLTDW KCJ 2:8
01 Karen:
02

Can yo u take another drink of y o u r mi lk please

Courtney?

Conversely,
script,

If you're all done,

lines 43 - 46 of the

let's start dishes.

"Lunchtime" tran

a chi Id-centered act ion involves a different

approach.

Here

regarding her

is an example of a demand one child elicits

lunch after Karen takes her dishes a w a y .

tice the intensity of Jesse,
mark ed in capital

the female child's words

letters w h i c h depict the dif ference
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b etw een adult and child requests and demands.
U M L D W K C J S 2:8
43 Karen:

Come on

(inaudible)

44 Jesse:

I W A N T my PIZZA

(Jesse is clashing her bowls
together).

45 Jesse:

I W A N T my PIZZA!

(Jesse screams at Karen,

while

while Karen places Jesse's
food in the garbage.)
46 Jesse:

NOOOO I want to finish my pizza !

The staff m e m b e r 's n o n v e r b a 1 action of taking the

leftover

food away displays disagreement wit h the child's demand.
The NOOOO above signals the child's verba 1 d i s a g r e e m e n t .
It would be presumptive to think that children only de
mand.

They request

just as adults do.

C h i I d r e n 's requests

range from w anting to assist others to wanting help from
another for themselves.

An instance where this occurred in

the Valentine's Day Bag arrangement transcript
ed.

An excerpt

activity.
Lines 1. 3,

is prese nt

is provided below in the teacher- directe d

Lines 2 and 15 indicate chi Id centered r e q u e s t s .
13 and 16 indicate staff r e q u e s t s . Notice that

Jackie's help request

is re flected with a child help

request and then followed by the staff child res pon sibility
request.
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U MVB D JA CAPB 2:4
01 Jackie

(staff) : I want to be able to see a 11 the
Valentine bags.

02 Andie

(fe.child):

03 Jackie:

Yes

(...

(.)

Can I help you spread?

can you spread them out a little bit?

10 turns deleted)

13 Jackie:

Can you take Bob's down that way and put

14

on the end?

15 Chuck

(male child):

16 Jackie:

W h ic h one's mine?

Well you watc h and see if you can find yours.

Staff d 1 saqreements are not
guage either.

Anne,

limited to nonverbal

lan

Line 130 shows a case of verba I disagreement

is found in the
script.

it

"Art wit h Jack and the children" tr an

a child states another child's name

in

correctly and Jack disagrees with this assertion and r e a s 
serts the child's real
UMAJC JDTARK 2:

name.

10

129 Anne: He's Andy.
>130 Jack:

No

(.)

I k n o w Dom.

It would be difficult

to provide examples for all the

selected actions,

since there are many

these behaviors.

Therefore,

instances of

particular examples were

chosen because they are thought to be an outstan din g
example of the theme and others were not as interesting.
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The refore the other actions are simply
sake of brevit y and clarity.

listed for the

Ot her behaviors

found with i n

the child and staff centered actions theme are :
(1) children choosing the activity they want to be
engaged in
(2) a child's emotional

display

(3) a child having sleep
difficulty
f4)

a child's se paration anxiety

(5)

a child trying to mani pul ate staff

into helping them

w h e n they are capable
it) child equipment wh ich helped the children k n o w the
activities are there for their own use

(ie. drinking

pitcher)
The various staff behaviors for this theme

include:

(1) staff choosing activities for children to engage

in

(2) staff creating activities for children to involve
themselves

in

(3)

staff d i s playi ng verbal un certainty

(4)

staff w hisper signal

to indicate to

the children

that

it is time for their rest period.
These various actions were all di scovered wi thin the video
and audio transcripts.

They represent the par ticular ways

children and staff behave verb all y and nonverbally toward
each other.

Lastly,

these behaviors are rep resentati ve of

the way children and staff re cognize each other's perspec-
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tive.

For instance,

allowing staff and chiIdren chances to

choose certain ac tivities dur ing the day allows both groups
to unde rstand each other's needs more clearly.

STAFF AND CHILD CONNECTING BEHAVIORS
The next theme developed from the staff and chi 1dren
passive and act ive i n t e r a c t i o n s .
the passive vs.

The distinction between

active categories dealt wit h the issue of

"side - b y - 3 i d e " involvement.

In other words,

if the staff

acted in an observer r o l e , they were thought to be in a
passive

interact ion wit h the children.

However,

engaged in the activity wi th the chi Id(ren)

if staff

and were co n

versing with each other rather than solely eliciting r e 
quests and re spo nse s from each other,
be considered activ ely involved.
more clearly,

then,

the staff would

To illustrate this point

consider the example where a staff mem ber

is

in the bathr oom w i t h the children;
UMV

DJDA 2 :9

05 Jackie:

Hi Dawn

06

(3.0)

07 Dawn:
08

(Dawn is the staff member.)

(muffled word)

Wash

(She is standing near the sink

where the girls are washin g their h a n d s ) .

Thus the theme of staff and child co nnecting b e 
haviors comes

into play,

since these particular actions

connected the child and staff w i t h one another,

whether
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it was a procedural
ing hands)

supervi sed activitv

(ie.

children w a s h 

or staff and chiIdren piavlnq with so met hing

t o g e t h e r . such as a cabin with Lincoln

logs,

illustrated

in the example below:
UMN C NDJJ 2:7
17 Natalie:

Here?

(Natalie

(staff)

and Ta yl or

are maki ng a log cabin.
her

She places

logs on the structure,

places his

(child)

Taylor

log on the cabin twice,

but doesn't

leave

it.

Rather he

holds onto it and brings

it close to

himseIf.)
18 Natalie:

That oughta work

(.) that

places his hand into the
his own

log.

Then he

near Natalie.
19

(Taylor

logs but holds onto

looks for another

log

Natalie points to Jay's area.)

Natalie: I think yeah. J a y ’s sittin on the

20
21

looks good.

front of

it

like eggs.
Jay:

(He begins to

smile.)

E e : : :ggs?

In lines 17 and 18 Natalie expresses her opinion
the placement of the
gives Taylor verbal

logs to Taylor.
approval

The verbal and nonverbal

about

In line 18, she also

about the state of the cabin.

active

interact ion is therefore

present between Natal ie and Taylor since they are both
work ing on gathe rin g w o o d e n

logs.

She also tries to
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cooperate with Taylor in line 19, by giv ing hi m the verbal
co nfir mat ion that he's sear chi ng the right place for a noth
er

log.

ing he

Natalie also acknow ledg ed Jay's presence by n o t i c 
is sitting on a log.

Nata lie

joked w i t h hi m about

the way he is seated and Jay reite rate d he r words,

thereby

a ckn owledging what she had just humorously stated.
C ontra sti ng the above active

involvement to passive

involvement between the staff and children.
di spla yed passive

Dawn and Jackie

involvement by Jackie greeti ng Dawn only

and then continued to move onto another area past the b a t h 
room.

Dawn simply utters

washi ng her own hands.
cause there

"wash" to the children,

without

This above behavi or is passive b e 

is no personal

staff

w a s h i n g . The passive as well

involvement wit h the hand

as active

involvement

is p r e 

sent within the conn ecti ng beha viors between staff memb ers
and children.

Other C o m m u n ! cat ion Beha viors

found wi thin the Chi Id and

Staff Connect inc Behavi ors Theme :

(1) children and staff are at times verba lly quiet while
eating their food.
(2) staff and children talk when more

food or drink

is

asked for or rec ognized by the staff member.
(3) children and staff converse at the table wh en they are
not preoccupied by eating.
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(4) staff doing art projects w hich are different
childr en are involved in, yet still

from what

talking with the

children who are also do ing their own activity.
(5) staff and children mealtim e cleanup
the floor and dishes be ing du mped
staff help,

( staff sweeping

in the pails wi th

respec t i v e l y are passive interactions.)

(6) staff comfort behav ior s

(staff nonve rba lly comm uni 

cating care for the children by rubbing their backs
during rest time).
(7) staff and children doing art projects together.
(&} staff and child dialogue during free play time.
(9) staff and children m ulti log ue

(more than two speakers

are talking oc curr ing during a teacher directed
activity,

such as circle time.

(10) staff and children reading together.
(11)

children read ing by themselves.

(12) staff as sis tin g children with dressing themselves

(a

(staff m e m b e r helps to tie a child's shoes).
(13)

staff and children singing together.

(14)

staff and childr en br ushing their teeth individually
yet staff coaching children ho w to do it.

(15)

staff and children setting up the roo m together,
(such as

in the mor n i n g w h e n chairs need to be taken

off the t a b l e s ).
(16)

children and staff gre eting each other.
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This concludes the behavio rs for this particular theme
w h i c h emphasizes a bifurcation b etwe en the activities en
g aged in by staff and children together.

Staff and Child R e d i r ection Behaviors
The next theme encoun ter ed

involved staff and child 

ren's specific remarks.

These statements were able to

switch attention of all

toward the person uttering the

statement.

For instance,

a male chi I d 's

(Dominic)

verbal

Interjection w hic h occur red at the breakfast table.

It is

the UMBT SJD 2:3 transcript whic h show the

interruption by

Dominic of the

between John

the previous conversation,

(another male child)

and Steve

( a male staff member).

tice the particular way Dominic
the

"e " vowel

UM B T SJD

in "Heh"

by el ongating

(line 5).

2 :3

1

John :

You k n o w what

2

Steve:

Wtiat?

3

John:

I just wiggle myself.

4

Steve;

You

5

Dominic:

6

Steve:

7

Dominic:

8

Steve:

I do when

I go to

sleep?

(inaudible)
He :h . m y brother 's pet died

What was

Oh really

(2.0)

it?

It waz an

(Key= the colon mark
the

interjects,

'guanwa na he died.

(2.0) your iguana
(;)

No

died?

Indicates a pro longed sound of

letter that proceeds this s y m b o l . (Jefferson,
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Notice

in line six,

S abandons the conversation w i t h John.

John also does not further comment about his behavior.
has also heard

D o m i n i c ’s comment.

toward Dominic's verbal disclosure.
was redir ect ed to Dominic,

Instead,

John

Steve orients

Therefore,

through his verbal

attention
interjection.

John's earlier utte rance was never discuss ed again during
the breakfast time.

It is interesting that the topic of

sleeping preceded the topic of the death of the pet.
unc ertain whe the r the
part.

Interestingly,

link was

It is

intentional on Dominic's

the staff me mb er assumed the

was D o m i n i c ’s not Dominic's brot her

(line 8).

iguana

Thus,

Domin

ic's issue about his b r o t h e r ’s pet dying took precedence
and can therefore be considered part

of the repertoire of

child and staff red ir ec ted behaviors.
An example of the staff pr otectIveness behavior focuses
around a game children want to p l a y .

However,

the staff

member wanes this to be played at a later time.
being

She

is

"protective" by w anting all the children to partake

rather than just the mal e child.

Chuck,

who asked solely.

UMCG JC 2.1
1 Jackie
2 Chuck

(female staff):
(male child):

3 Jackie:
4
5

Have these for breakfast
We want to play C a n d y 1a n d .

(female staff):

We're gonna play C a n d y 1and
right after breakfast
all gonna play

(.)
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6 Jackie:

alright y

7

do

(.) we have chairs to

(2.0)

In lines 3, 4 and 5, Jackie reserves the game for the
w h ole group of children.

In this particular instance.

Jackie displays redirectio n over C's request

in line 2.

She delays his request w i t h her own verba 1 request
lines 6 and
Chuck,

7.

This request

in

is followed through by

wh o begins taking down the kitchen chairs from

the table after he asks again and Jackie gives him the
same response.

This time he accepts the responsi bil ity

since he asks again to find out

if Jackie wants to join

hi m and Jackie again replies a similar response

in

lines 13-15.
UMCG JC 2.1
12 Chuck:

Oh you want to play C a n d y 1and with me?

13 Jackie:

You k n o w what

(Chuck)

(.)

I would

14

like us to take the chairs down we can

15

play our Valentine game

16 Chuck:

Wooah.

Other

Act ions

Involved

Unde r

The

later.

Chi Id

and

Staff

Redlrec-

t ion Theme :
(1)

child activi ty protect iveness
states they do not want

(when a child ve r bally

another to share

in their

play)
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(2)

female child attention remarks

(an utterance whic h

serves to get the staff to help the child wit h an
art activity:
(3)

male
as

I'll make a pom pom).

child attention remarks

"Look it iookit

( an uttera nce such

" desig ned to have the staff memb e r

notice their skill

in spinn ing a Lincol n

log piece

with their finger).
(4)

child storytell ing

(storytelling is related to this

theme since the child re-directs the story by asking
questions of the storyteller.)
(5)

staff verbal

request

(6)

staff humor

(7)

staff di sag ree men t

{8)

chi Id humor

(9)

child disagr eem ent

Staff and Child Role Orch estration
The fourth theme

focuses on com mun ication behaviors

children and staff partake

in to ensure verbal

and non v e r 

bal actions progres s betwe en the two groups and the
daily routines are ha ndled smoothly.
this particular theme,
For instance,

To better clarify

specific behaviors wer e elicited.

staff d i sciolinino is a behavior w h i c h helps

the daily harm ony to continue through the
staff disciol Ine w o r d s .
script,

there

initiation of

Using the ujyjy dJDA 2:9 tran

is an example of staff and child role
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or che s t r a t i o n through dlsciplini no terms :
UMV DJDA 2 : 9

33 R o s e m a r y : N o w it's time to do y o u r job
34 Lynn:

Yep.

35 Jackie:
36

(directed at Lynn)

Use those w alking feet and yo u k n o w what yo u r
first job is gonna be? To find your socks

(3.0)

Lynn begins to start skipping toward the mai n room af
ter my utterance
skipping

in line 33.

Jackie reminds Lynn that

is not allowed indoors by positively ref raming

the "taboo behavior"
the children,

(Don't skip)

us ing their

into what

"walking feet".

is expected of

Another

instance

where positive ref raming of discioline words happens

is

with children d i sciplining children.
In the UMFV LDKCK 2:6 transcript this

is the case.

UM FV LDKCK 2:6
17 Derek

(male child):

(female child)
child)

Derek

19 Laura

but she does not respond.

Chuck

;

(a

Chuck moves close to the Lego pieces.)

Heh: : ( .) No: : :

(staff member):

h uhhuhhuh

(laughing,

she continues

to staple the d i n o s a u r s ) .
20

(a male

comes over to the table and so does Karen

staff member).
18

W h a t ’s d i : : :s ? (He looks toward Kate

(4.0)
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21 Chuck:

You needa share ! (Chuck is re fer rin g to Derek who
wants to keep the Lego pieces
all

22

(2 .0 )

23

Derek:

for h i m s e 1f .)

N o : : :uff

Derek is initially engaged in an individual
sion.

However,

he

is inviting Kate to become

asking her a question.

he con 

Chuck attempts to become

involved with the toy building a c t i v i t y .
Chuck's action of taking some play pieces.

Derek objects to
Laura responds

laughter since earlier in the tr anscription she re 

quested that Derek share with Kate.
also wanted to become
plines Derek.

have said

involved.

However,

now Chuck

Then Chuck verbally disci-

He reminds h i m in a positive rather than a

negative utterance

Yet,

involved by

Since she doesn't respond,

tinues playing by himself until

with

play ses

in line 21.

"Don't be greedy"

For instance.

Chuck could

implying that De rek is miserly.

Chuck instead focused on the behavior Derek should be

engaging in with his peers and friends : sharing.

The o ut

come was refusa I by Derek in line 23. This was due to
Chuck's nonverbal wa y of d i s c i p l i n i n q . The wa y he said
those discipli nin g wo rds back fired his positive statement.
Chuck emphasized needa share so that
It is no wonder that De rek
statement

in line 23.

ing less emphatic

it sounded demanding.

in reply stres sed the negative

Had Chuck taken the approach of b e 

in his request,

as Laura

(the staff
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member)

had been earlier,

join in.

Derek might have allow ed Chuck to

Notice the difference

in Derek's response :

UMFV LDKCK 2:6
05 Laura:

=Derek

06 Derek:

Heh you wants=

Above,

(.) you need to share these Legos.

Laura's di scipline words are met

Derek offer ing Kate some Legos

favorably by

in line six.

It is intrigu

ing that Derek accepts L a u r a ’s request and not Chuck's pr o 
posal.

Since Laura

is a staff me mbe r and Chuck a child,

role dif ferences do have some bearing on this
the three people
segment.

involved in this particular transcript

Derek may feel more compelled to oblige to Laura

since she has an expected discip lin aria n role.
Chuck,

issue b etwe en

even though he

Derek's peer,

Whereas

initiated discipline verbally,

who does not tran sfo rm into the role

effective d i scipl inarian even when staff allow

he
of

him to

is
an
utter

those w o r d s .
Other C o m m u n i cat ion Behavi ors Found Wi thin

the Theme of

Staff and Chi Id Role Or che stra tion :
(1) staff

instruction

(2)

staff

and child listening

(3)

staff

and child expla nat ion

(4)

staff

and child co nve rsa tion

start

off asking a rhetorical

initiation

(Staff

questi on from the

c h i I d r e n .)
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(5) staff and child(ren)

welcoming each other

(6) staff and child story continuers

(Child m a y question

in the middle of a story : Why did he do that?)
(7) staff de layed child's request
(8) staff

Intermediary for children

(9) chi Id(ren)

and staff verbal responses

(10) staff and chi I d (ren)

asking for help

(11) staff and chi Id(ren)

qu estioning

Self-Esteem Initiatives
Most

frequent

in this fifth theme were c h i I d r e n 's

ablIltv and possession complIments among all the other si x 
teen self-esteem enhancement acts wh ich were rec ognizable
from the transcripts.

First of all,

children's ability com

pliments are positive statements focused on a child's task
completion or being creative or just trying something they
had not done

in the past.

involves task achievement
self-initiated.

Child ability compliments also
they were re quested to

do or had

Child posses sion compliments are positive

statements uttered

(usually by staff members about the

child's attire or a c c e s s o r i e s .

Examples of child po sses

sion compliments are provi ded below:

UMBR VC 2:2
03 Val;
04

(f e . staff):

Chuck,

I'm lovin this purple outfit

yo u' re w e a r i n ', can I bo rrow it sometime?

05 Chuck : (m. child):

Ahmm y ou got to get out of it so I'm
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06

in it.

07 Val :

Ohhh.

Val

on his clothes

compliments Chuck

replies to

(possession)

Val's questi on about using

cepting the compliment.

Chuck's

being able to fit in his clothes
an acceptance by Val

(line 6).

and Chuck

it, rather than

ac 

logical reply about not
if Val wears them prompts

Another instance of a child

po ssession compliment given by staff members occurs

in the

following transcript:

UMAJC JDTARK 2:10
020 Anne:

These are m y shoes.

021 Dominic:
022 Jack :

Jack.

These your shoes?

023 Dominic:

Jack.

024 Jack:

Ok

025 Dominic:

Jack

026 Rosemary: hu mhum
-;027 Jack:

Pretty

028 Dominic:

Jack

029 Dominic:

Jack !

Above,

(start of
shoes

a

laugh)

(to Anne)

Jack comp 1iments on the aesthetics of a female

child's posse ssio n - her shoes.

The child doesn't reply

in the form of accep tan ce even though she drew Jack's
attention to her footwear

in the first place.

Dominic
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also tried gai nin g Jack's att enti on and was successful
eve nt ually after five attempts.
enga gin g Jack
work.

The

last try wor ked

in

in Dominic's plea to have Jack see his art

It was an emphatic demand used by Dominic that caught

Jack's attention.
The other major verbal

self-esteem enhancement s t a t e 

ment was a chi I d 's a b i 1itv complIment
the UMLDW KCJS 2:8.

Sandy

wi th t o o t h b r u s h i n g .

(staff)

in line 30.

During

who assists Larry

(child)

She compliments his ability to follow

thro ugh on her request :

UMLDW KCJS 2:8
25 Sandy:

Don't

forget your tongue

(She demonstrates by

26

brushing her tongue.

27

advice.

Then Sandy points to the

toothbrush

28

basin whic h Larry then places his

toothbrush

29

i n t o .)

-.30

Larry follows Sandy's

Good J o b ■

Another example of a chi I d 's abiIity c o m o 1iment

is in the

UMTCA STJL 2:11
06 Stacey

(staff member):

Ni : :ce
(child)

(She touches Taylor's
painting paper.

has painted a red heart.

Tayl or
He

continues to paint.)
The above excerpt displays si mul tan eou s verbal
verbal
use

recognition of Taylor's artwork.

and no n

The elongated vowel

(i : :) in "nice" stresses a chi I d 's a b i 1itv c o m p l i m e n t .
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The child's react ion
project.

is susta ini ng his m o m e n t u m on his art

From analy zin g the data,

boys re ceive d more

abi lity compliments and girls receive d more possession co m
pl i m e n t s .
O ther se 1f-esteem initiative for chiIdren found wi thin the
various transcripts were :
(1) child

learning

(ie. Lucy

learning how to assemble p om
poms ) .

(2)

child opinion expression

(3)

child activity completion

(4)

child verbal

(5)

child agreement/ acceptance

(6)

confirmation

child re sp onsi bi lity acts

(7)

child g e n erosity

(8)

staff verbal

(9) positive
(10)

(11)

(ie.

child feeding the fish).

(ie. child giv ing staff me mbe r their
work they created during art time.)

empathy

language

child verbal disagreement

staff touching child

(12) staff verbal

(ie. achild
is able to take
opposite views
from staff
or other children).

(ie. he lping children to sleep by
caressing their backs.)

approval

(13) staff recognit ion of the child
(14)

child verbal empathy

(15)

staff verbal confirm ati on

(16)

staff appreciation
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SUMMARY AND COMPARISON OF THEMES

The comparison of the five themes
First,

is ready to be addressed.

a brief m e n t i o n i n g of the criterion attributes for

each theme will

be gi ven to help with the di ff erentiation

of each of the five themes

found.

Th en us ing the first

theme,

child and staff centered actions as the comparison

point,

a link to the four other ov erarching themes will be

woven.
The

child and staff centered actions theme

ates verbal

and nonverbal

incorpor

communi cat ion which focused on

the staff or child's perspective of their own worlds and
their own choices.

The

child and staff con necting b e h a v 

iors theme relates to the commu nic atio n behaviors wi thin
activities wh ich the staff and children did together
(active behavior)

or activities w hich were done alone,

the staff was nearby

yet

(passive b e h a v i o r ) . Com mun ica tion

served as the base betw een the children and the s t a f f ’s b e 
haviors during var iou s ongoing acti vities throughout the
day.

Child and staff red i r e c t i o n behaviors theme deals wi th

the communication chi Id(ren)
involvement

or staff use to regain active

in their conv ers ati on after they had been in

the background of the

interaction.

The staff and child

role orchestration theme focuses around the var iou s r e s p o n 
sibilities the staff and child ren have toward each other
and themselves.

Commun ica tion was used to fulfill
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the various activities and be ha viors w hi ch were a part of
this theme.

Lastly,

created from verbal

s e l f - e s t e e m initiatives theme was
and nonverbal

actions wh ich helped the

child ren to gain a greater sense of self-worth.
In order to help und ers tand what the themes are about
more

fully,

a table

is presented to displ ay h o w the ma ny

com mun ication activities and behaviors that are related
to the five partic ula r themes.
T ABLE 2
E M E RGENT THEM ES AND T HEIR RELA TED CO MMU NICAT ION BEH AVI ORS

CHILD AND STAFF CENTERED ACTS
I.
3.
5.
7.
9.
II.
13.

child
child
child
child
child
child

activity choice
activity creation
m a nipulation words
sleep di ffic ulty
request
verbal disagre eme nt

child demand
15.

2.
4.
6.
8.
10.
12.

staff activity choice
staff activity creation
staff w hisper signal
staff verbal uncer tain ty
staff request
staff verbal & nonverbal
disagreement
14. child separation anxiety
children's equipment

CHILD AND STAFF CONNECTING BEHAVIORS
I.
3.

bathr oom routine
2. staf f-c hil d dialogue
children and staff eating
4. staff and children m ealquiet ly
time cleanup
5. staff and childr en involved
6. staff and children doing
in individual art acti vit ies
art projects together
7. children readi ng alone
8. staff and children
reading alone
9. staff comfort beha viors
10. staff- chi Idr en
mul tilo gue
II. staff and children playing
12. staff and children
individually
playing together
13. staff assisting children w i t h 14. staff and children
dressing them
sin gin g together
15. staff and children brus hin g
16. staff and children
teeth together
greeti ng each other
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T AB LE 2
E M E RGENT THEMES AND T HEIR R ELATED CO MMU NICA TION BEH AVI ORS

CHILD AND STAFF REDIRECTION BEHAVIORS
2. staff verbal interjection
1. chi Id verbal interjection
4. staff pr otec tiveness
3. chi Id protectIveness
5 . female child at tent ion remark 6. female staff attention
remark
7. male child at tention remark
8. male staff attn. remark
9 . child storyt ell ing
10 . staff storyt ell ing
11
child emotional dis pla y
12
child word play
13 child humor
14 , staff humor
15
child disagreement
16
staff disagreement
17
child qu es tioni ng
18 , staff questio nin g
.

1.
3.
5.
7.
9.
11 .
13 .
15 .

staff
staff
staff
staff
staff
chi Id
child
chi Id

CHILD AND STAFF ROLE ORCHESTRATION
instruction
2 . staff 1istening
d isc ipl in ing
4. staff explana tio n
conversât ion initiation 6. staff we 1coming
intermediary words
8. chi Id asking for help
response
10 . chi Id response
12 . chi Id 1 istening
free play
di sci pli nin g
14. chi Id we 1comi ng
16 . chi Id story continuer
explan ati on
17. child co nver sat ion initiation

SELF-ESTEEM INITIATIVES
2. child opinion expression
child learning
4. child verbal co nfirmation
child activity completion
6. child possession
child ability compliment
comp 1iment
8. child gene ros ity
7. positive language
10. staff touching child
9. child r e sponsibility acts
12. child agreement
11.staff verbal approval
13. staff empathy
13. staff child r e c o g n ition
14. staff apprec iati on
1
3
5

Having describ ed each of the themes
comparison of them can be created.

individually,

now a

Examples of child a c tiv

ity choice and staff activity choice under the child and
staff centered actions theme,

there

is a relati o n s h i p to

the communication behaviors found w i t h i n the child and
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staff connecting behaviors

instance,

children reading

alone and staff doing art projects separ atel y from what
children are involved in can be cons ide red passive child
and staff connecting behaviors.

Both are considered con

nect ing behaviors since they implement a sense of bonding
through trusting
Simultaneously,

in individual
these are

activ ity accomplishment.

instances where children and

staff are choosing to do these activities

(child and staff

centered actions j .
Next,
will

the child and staff re di rect ion behavio rs theme

be expanded upon and compared wi th the child and staff

centered actions.
activity,

For instance,

(child centered action)

activity protect iveness

there

The

(non-sharing of activity at

is ne ces sar y for the child to hold

onto the activi ty they dec id ed to pursue
place.

is usually a child

(child redi rec tio n behavior).

child activity protect iveness
a particular moment)

wh e n a child chooses an

in the first

An example was provi ded earlier with Derek having

limited tolerance w i t h sharing his Legos with other chil
dren

(UMFV LDKCK 2:6).

Child and staff center ed actions theme

is also relat ed

to the staff and child role o r c h estrat ion theme.

When

staff members decide upon their activ ity choice,

(staff

centered action)
will

it is taken for g rante d that the staff

then explain and instruct

(staff role orchestration)
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most of the interactions observed.
The only case observed where two-way verbal
tion was not happenin g occurred during the
cerpt

(UMLDW KC JS 2:8).

co mm uni ca

lunch time ex

In this particular

instance,

there

was an instance of the a uthor it ar ia n discipline style p r e 
sent between Kare n and Jesse.
style

involves dominance,

sion of comm un lcat ion
Jesse's

control

(Clayton,

1985) . Karen had taken

listening to J e s s e ’s demands not to

The communic ati on exchange was verbal

between child and staff member,
verbal

over the child and eva-

leftover pizza away without telling her and thrown

it in the trash without
do so.

This particular discipline

communication.

her food.
had also

and nonverbal

rather than the two-way

By ignoring the child's demands about

Karen was disr ega rdin g Jesse's words,
ignored Karen's

instructions.

This

since Jesse

in turn hurt

Jesse's feelings and sne ve rbalized this through her cries.
The verbal

reci proc ity on the s t a f f ’s account was absent.

Additionally,

as K ostelnik et.

research regarding voice tone,
able,

and social

al

the tone

noted

in their own

is patient and am i 

pleasan tri es such as " p l e a s e " and "thanks"

are integrated into the verbal
fr-im the exchange,

exchange.

This was m is sing

since there were only actions present on

Karen's part rather than words.
Jesse's part,

(1988)

Additionally,

on the

her emphatic voice tone removed the oppo r t 

unity of the interaction being a possible se l f - e s t e e m en
hancement

interaction.

However,

there were m a n y nonverbal
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interactions that were beneficial

to the child's s e l f 

esteem.
There were nonverbal
iprocity was present.

exchanges where a respectful

The caregivers had been comforting

the children nonv erba lly through touch.
the children,
them,

holding the children in their arms,

level.

playing with

and kissing them.

interacted by getting down tc the c h i l d ’s

In other words,

they sat side by side with the

children on tables as well
were

Staff were huggi ng

rubbing their arms and backs,

Caregivers also

rec

as the floor.

At times they

literally face to face with the children they were

cornmunicating with.

They sometimes

laid down next to

the child when the child was resting and wa nted to whisp er
to the child.
al

1 1986)

This

is also present with in Kostelnik et.

research regarding communication and self -es tee m

enhancement.

Staff weie hig hli ght ing children's wo rth

man y ways and

in turn,

potential

in

children were re cognizing their own

as human beings.

With all these chances to enhance their own self
esteem,

there

is also one facet which

other children as well
competition.
care center.

as the staff.

is dependent upon
This

is the

issue of

F r o m my own experience work ing at a child
I noticed that com petition could effect chiI d

ren s self-worth nega tiv ely
three to four year olds.
had the most recent

if it was engaged

in by the

There was a compe tit ion of who

and exotic toys,

who could climb
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the swings the highest,

and wh o could mak e the most e l a b o 

rate Lego creations.
W h e n I had spoken with Tamara,
child care I had observed,

the direc tor of the

she relaye d that she strictly

plays down compe tit ion with the children.
couraged to bring toys

from home.

Rather,

They are not e n 
they share all

toys the center has made available to them.
show and tell

they bring

in a book or a possession that re 

lates to the theme of the week.

However,

there

parison competition verba liz ed by the staff.
activities done
For
line

instance,

Sometimes for

inside or out do not

children assemble

Also,

any

involve competition.

in a line wit h a designated

leader so that they do not compete who will

in line.

is no com

be first

The down pla y of competition between peers seems

to help the children with respect for each o t h e r .
Children's self esteem is significant since
children's stamina to deal with
1939).

life's har dships

There were various struggles

with at the child care center;
parents to having their

it helps
(Phillips.

children had to deal

from se paration anxiety of

feelings hurt by other children or

adults or even being phy si call y unsafe because other child
ren tried to fight with them.
a sense of self-worth,

they can feel

ents are distanced from them.
by other children,
and will

If a child is able to attain
less

lonely w h e n p ar

The y can feel

less threate ned

since they are able to have se lf-respect

let the others k n o w that they need to stop hurting
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them.

The children at this pa rticular center did seem to

have a sense of self-worth and verbalize
endangered.

it wh en they feel

The children are able to let the staff know

when something is bo the ri ng them.

The staff do respond with

caring and help to prob lem solve wit h the children or give
the children the verbal

go ahead that they can do a task

for themselves.
Interviews and Self Experience as Support
Lincoln and Guba
chapter

(1975)

were m entioned in the methods

for their use of triangulation.

used to ensure re li ab ilit y of data
cussed research themes as one
terview excerpts
care center

triangulation.

It is a meth od

findings.

Having di s

information source,

from a staff member,

is also

for Findings

in

Jackie of the child

incorporated as the second

Lastly,

three

leg of the

my own experience as a staff me mbe r

of a child care center was used to provide further support
for my findings.

I had m entioned earlier examples of com pe

tition as a se l f - e s t e e m minimizer,
through my past experience.

this was observed

Additionally,

ha ving work ed

outside of the campus setting for about nine months,

it is

interesting to note that the ratio of male staff membe rs to
females

is even

lower than the population of males to fe

males at the on-campus setting.
ini® caregiver,
who was present,
different

Wh e n I had wo rk e d as a

there was only one male staff member

compared to six females.

This

is very

from the four males present at the on-campus
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setting.

Additionally,

there were no children who had

been physically or mentally cha llen ged at the on-campus
center.

In my own work experience,

there were several

children of various ages w h ich had impairments such as
blindnes s or Down's syndrome.

These children had special

needs that had to be ad dressed on an individual basis.
These needs va ried from-such activities as separate
times,

feeding

a child being placed in a wo ode n stander for the

purpose of g aini ng mu scle strength to help the child po si
tion their

legs in an upright position,

bottle feeding,

and

diapering.
Since the age ranges of the children at the on-campus
site was three to five years and no child had special
needs,

no child had to be bottle

fed or diapered.

teraction between children or adults with special
absent

in the on-campus setting.

The

in

needs was

Everyone seemed to be a

pare of the group at the campus child care.

They all

■Shared in similar activities throughout the day.

There was

a lack of indi\'idual atte nti on for a prolonged period of
time,

for instance,

a half an hour,

with any one child,

since there were over twenty children present that wa nted
some attention.

Reading time on the couch appeared to be

the time when a possible one — on— one

interaction could take

place or during nap time when child ren were rubb ed and
held.

Given the fact that the pr o g r a m had a daily routine

which was followed,

the children were tra nsported from one
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a ctivi ty to the next as a group.
were slower than the rest.
snack time,

the chi Id(ren)

At times,

For instance,

a few children

during

stayed be hind until

memb e r either took their food away
v e r bally suggested she finish soon.

lunch and

the staff

(on one occasion)
Only one

or

instance ex

isted where a child deci ded to re main inside while the rest
of the children went ouiside to play in the sand.
somewhat different

This was

from the child care center experience

off-campus.
There,
without

the children were allowed to take their time

staff super vis ing and when they were ready,

left

the table and did their own choice activity;

whe th er

to join the whole group or remain separate.

An individual

choice of finishing their meal

it was

and letting the staff mem ber

kno w rather than having staff make that deci sio n or influ
ence

it in some wa y by verbal ly sugg esting that they finish

up soon was not exercised at the child center off-campus.
Lastly,

there was a looser time ac ti vity -st ruc tur e overall,

because of the at tention to twelve children's
needs being given.

individual

Therap ist s and parents were also d e c i 

sion makers of the daily activity sc heduling for the child.
The on-campus childcare center,

from my observations,

had the staff decidin g the activit y schedule and children
deciding whether to follow the struct ure d acti vit y or do
their own thing.

Here again,

the pop ula tion of children

and th*3 structured activity schedule during the m orning
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hours and part of the af te rnoon hours
individual

impeded the amount of

at tention wh ich could have been given at the

on- cam pus setting.

Future Research
This study was an opp ortunity to become part of the
child care center experience.
search done,

Loo kin g back upon the r e 

it is necessary to find out greater inform

ation about the

influence of staff compliments on child 

ren's self-esteem:

particularly,

in regards to gender-

crossing compliments and its effects.
verbal

and nonverbal

Additionally,

other

behaviors such as children's and staff

attention remarks need to be expanded upon wi th

its

link to

se 1f— e s t e e m .
More general

study needs to focus on the

loose or

strict activity structure of a progr am and h o w that may
have an impact on children's and caregivers'
interactions.

Si mila rly

communication

it woul d be intriguing to find if

there a difference bet wee n morning activity communication
and afternoon activity communication and structure of ac
tivities at the childcare center.
Furthermore,

study ing the gend er differ enc es of male

and female staff mem ber s and ho w this affects the commu ni
cation and self -es tee m between male and female children
needs to be considered further,
of male staff

especi all y since the number

in off campus childcare centers

is even
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I l l

than the on-campus setting.

In fact,

doing studies

campus settings where children w i t h special
sent requires

investigation.

in off-

needs are pre

It w o uld be interesting to

d i s c o v e r how the caregivers and children verball y and non
v e r bally

interact

in such a setting.

Lastly,

h o w children's

age has an impact on comm uni cati on between caregivers and
children at the off -campus settings also necessitates at
tention .
The study of children's and child care staff's rela
tionship is still

in its infancy.

communication researc hers as well
to discover
are

My hope

is that

as myself will

future
continue

children and caregivers as human resources who

invaluable to the study of communication and children's

se 1f - e s t e e m .
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Chi Id Consent Form
At tent ion Parents
Dear Parents :
In accordance w i t h IRB (Internal Rev iew Board) condi 
tions, I need your signatures one last time.
This consent
form is spe cifically to gain your pe rmission
film and
audio tape yo ur chi I d . as well as ha vi ng them involved in
the data analysis of the study. If your child becomes u n 
easy with the filming or taping. I will be glad to stop
taping and filming at that point.
If you prefer not to
have your child involved in any way, either by filming or
taping, please state so at the bo ttom of this letter in
the space that is provided for yo ur name.
I will make
arr angements to do my taping when your child isn't present.
By sign ing you r name and your child's name be low and m a r k 
ing the "yes" column, you are agreeing to have you r child
filmed, taped, and involved in the data analysis of my
study on comm uni cat ion between the children and caregivers.
If you do not want y o u r your child to participate, please
state so in the space b e l o w with your signature and your
child's name next to the "no" choice.
Sincerely,
Rosemary Casano
"YES" / "NO"

/

PARENT(S)

‘S SIGNATU RE

(S)/ CHILD'S NAME

1.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
6.
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
13.
14 ,
15 .
16 .
17 .
IS .
19 .
20 .
21 .
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APPENDI X II
Staff Consent Form

2/19/93
D e a r ASUM Child Care Staff:
HI ! I am wri t i n g to ask your assistance by v o l u n 
teerin g to parti cip ate in m y communication study.
You r
vi ewpo int on children's s elf-esteem or their feelings will
not be inquired about in front of the children.
I am
int erested in listening to and taping y o u r perspective on
the role as a staff me mber and the role co mmu nication plays
b e t w e e n you and the children. All information yo u provide
will be kept confidential and your anonymity will be
gua r a n t e e d by using a pseudonym. If yo u are interested in
finding out the results of this research, I woul d be glad
to leave a copy at the center for you to read once it
becomes available in May.
Please contact me if you have
any questions regardin g this research.
My office phone is
243-6604. If yo u w o u l d like to leave me a note, my mai l b o x
is in LA 346.
Your signing at the bot t o m means yo u consent to being
filmed and taped and yo u are also willi ng to answer any
questions about the commun ica tion interaction between
yourself and the chi ldr en which does not deal with the
children's s e l f - e s t e e m or feelings. Remember all inform
ation is voluntary, so if yo u do not want to answer any
questions, that's your privilege.
Than ks for all y o u r help,
R osem ary Casano

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

II-

12.

13.

14.
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APPENDIX III
T r a n s c r i ption Key
The

following key is provided to help with underst and ing

the tr anscript symbols.

It is bas ed on the tra ns crip tio n

m e t h o d emplo yed by Gail Je ffe rso n
Ho ppe r
:

and Robert

(1992) .

-> The colon refers to an ex te nsion or elongation of
the sound
ie.

■

(1974)

immediately prior to the colon,

s : : -> is an sss sound.

-> Equal

signs gen erally

Interval

indicate

"latching",

or

"no

between the end of a prior and start of

a next piece of talk."

It

is used for the r e l a t i o n 

ship of a next spea ker's talk to a prior s p e a k e r ’s
talk.

ie. Rosemary:

Do you mind be ing taped?=

Jack :
(0.5)

-:> Numbers

* No

in pare nthe ses

tenths of seconds.
utterance

(talk)

indicate elapsed time

This symbol

in

is used betwee n

of adjac ent speakers.

It is

also used betwe en two se par abl e parts of a single
speaker's
I

talk.

- ‘ A single bracket

is used to indicate overlappin g

words of two or more s p e a k e r s .
ie. Jackie:
:

(•)

oh

[yes
[wow

/ Single parentheses w i t h a per iod b e t w e e n them
^icate a pause shorter than two - t e n t h s of a second.
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It starts as a whisper,
of warm t h

then from the hus h

it becomes a soft bask ing melody.

Its graceful journey from a soothin g
culminates into a smile and then...

lullaby

Th en the bursting crescendo of genuine laughter
resounds throughout the rooms of the world.
It emanates from the many mi nia t ure voices and
bodies as well those who had once been young.
There is nothing else like it on this planet
and we don't have to go anywhere to see it.
It is the gift we all want
and throughout the y e a r .

for the holidays

It is self l o v e , self worth, self esteem.
The kind of love we want to sho w and give too.
It is the shar ing of this caring that makes us
rel ish the mo ment it arrives and changes us for
Life .

by
Ros em ary L e i l i - C a s a n o
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